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Abstract 
The European Working Conditions Surveys (EWCS) has traditionally been carried out as computer-
assisted personal interviews (CAPI). Eurofound is considering transitioning the EWCS to self-
administered online data collection. GESIS was contracted to carry out the adaptation of the CAPI 
master questionnaire to an online questionnaire. This report summarizes the process of adaptation, 
the translation of the online questionnaire into German and Polish, and cognitive pretesting of the 
adapted and translated questionnaire versions. Insights are provided on how to transition to self-
administered online data collection in the context of cross-cultural surveys. 
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Project Summary 

Introduction 
Eurofound is preparing to transition the European Working Conditions Surveys (EWCS) from a 
computer-assisted personal interview (CAPI) to self-administered online data collection. GESIS was 
contracted to adapt the CAPI master questionnare, translate the adapted online questionnaire into 
German and Polish, and cognitively pretest the online questionnaire using cross-cultural cognitive 
interviews and web probing. 

Background 
In the past, the EWCS has relied on interviewers to collect detailed and high-quality data on working 
conditions in Europe. For instance, interviewers are trained to ask about respondents’ occupation to 
enable a detailed ISCO classification, and in-depth interviewer notes provide information on central 
concepts. Therefore, transitioning to self-administration bears multiple risks to data quality for the 
EWCS. The lack of a motivating interviewer may lead to less detailed responses on occupation, 
making data processing and coding more difficult. Also, in self-administered surveys, interviewers 
are not present to provide clarifications and assist respondents who have difficulties applying their 
specific (e.g., atypical) working situations to the survey questions. Besides leading to frustration, a 
different understanding of concepts might limit comparability.  

The adaptation of the EWCS focuses on achieving and maintaining comparability in several ways. The 
data of the online questionnaire should be comparable with the CAPI questionnaire to enable 
comparison across modes and waves. Furthermore, the online questionnaire should be comparable 
across countries and languages. Finally, the questionnaire should address all genders equally though 
gender-sensitivity. 

Key Findings 
The adaptation to an online questionnaire was based on a literature review of transitioning to self-
administration. When more than one way of adapting a question was possible, both versions were 
submitted to cognitive pretesting. The CAPI questionnaire served as a basis for the translation of the 
online questionnaire. A teams approach was implemented when new translations were required or 
translation posed challenges. Web probing was carried out in the UK, Germany, and Poland with 
self-employed, employed and respondents in atypical working situations. Cognitive interviews were 
carried out in Germany and Poland with the same groups of workers. 

Each step of the project delivered insights on aspects to consider when transitioning to online data 
collection. The adaptation required many decisions regarding question presentation and wording. 
The translation provided insights on how to word questions to facilitate consistent translation. 
Cognitive pretesting provided empirical evidence on how respondents understand central concepts 
of the EWCS in a self-administered questionnaire. 

The questions on occupation and sector were implemented as open-ended questions. The 
adaptation added instructions on the level of detail needed including examples of job titles, job 
descriptions and sectors. In the course of translation, some of these examples were replaced by 
country-specific jobs or sectors. Cognitive pretesting showed that occupation can be captured at a 
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level enabling ISCO coding; however, collecting codeable data on the sector proves challenging. 
Recommendations to optimize the instructions are given. 

Instructions and clarifications were previously offered by interviewers based on their perceived 
necessity. Cognitive pretesting showed that respondents were generally unlikely to thoroughly read 
instructions and clarifications, particularly when they were only displayed on demand. Information 
relevant to understanding and answering a question should be presented alongside the question. 
This requires a decision about what information is necessary in order not to make the questions 
unnecessarily long and thus more complex and burdensome. 

Non-substantive response options that were previously coded spontaneously by the interviewer 
had to either be shown explicitly or not at all. Cognitive pretesting confirmed that explicit non-
response options should be presented when there are reasons why a respondent would not be able 
or willing to answer a question. 

Item batteries required multiple types of adaptation. The CAPI questionnaire often employed 
incomplete questions that were completed by the item text (i.e., “Generally, does your paid job 
involve ...?”). This was replaced by full sentences (i.e., “Generally, does your paid job involve the 
following?”). Translation showed that the use of abstract nouns was not possible in all languages, so 
that concrete nouns were added to the question text (i.e., “Generally, does your paid job involve the 
following things?”). The optimal response format of item batteries was cognitively pretested. Results 
showed that a check-all-that-apply format led to significantly different response behavior than 
providing explicit ‘yes/no’ options and cannot be recommended. Substantially related item batteries 
sharing the same response scale are often presented in grids. In order to maintain a consistent 
question presentation across devices, an item-by-item presentation, in which the items are 
presented as stand-alone questions,  was recommended. Response scales were made consistent in 
direction across the entire questionnaire, and used consistent categories when possible. A five-point 
response scale from the 2020 CATI questionnaire was tested and recommended for use. 

Instances in which the CAPI questionnaire was worded in the first person singular required 
adjustment, as did cases in which material used in interviewer-adminstration was mentioned (i.e., 
“Please use this showcard and tell me …”). In Polish, directly addressing the respondent required 
gender-specific language. While an interviewer only reads the appropriate gender endings aloud, a 
self-administered questionnaire must present both gender endings. 

In CAPI, interviewers noted the observed sex of the respondent without asking a question. This was 
replaced by a question about gender identity, including a category for respondents identifying 
neither as male or female. Translation proved challenging, as the translation of words such as gender 
or gender identity is often ambiguous, and legal recognition and societal acceptance of non-binary 
gender vary. Cognitive pretesting showed that asking about gender identity including a non-binary 
response option did not increase survey break off, and that the vast majority of respondents were 
not irritated by the presentation of a third category.  

The online master questionnaire marks instances which can be worded in a gender-sensitive 
fashion. The translation and cognitive pretesting showed that achieving gender sensitivity 
sometimes requires different strategies in different languages, for instance choosing a gender-
neutral term in one language, but naming both genders in another. Questions about the 
respondents’ work status and the proxy reporting were gender-aligned.  
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Conclusions 
Most questions can be asked in a self-administered format without endangering data quality. 
However, key constructs of the EWCS such as work status, occupation and sector, which are crucial 
variables to describe the working population, are the most challenging to implement effectively 
online. Moreover, respondents with atypical working situations or low reading and writing 
proficiency may be put at a disadvantage in self-administration. This aspect should be considered 
when recruiting respondents. For certain constructs it might be preferable to collect them with the 
help of interviewers during recruitment or in follow-up surveys. 
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1. Adaptation to an Online Questionnaire 
The English master CAPI questionnaire from wave 7 served as a basis to develop the online 
questionnaire of the EWCS 24. In advance, Eurofound and GESIS marked which questions were part 
of the adaptation process. 

The online questionnaire should be presented and formatted in the same way regardless of which 
device respondents use to fill out the questionnaire. A mobile first layout was chosen to 
accommodate for this. The implications for the questionnaire adaptation are discussed in the 
respective chapters. 

Question Design and Presentation 
The switch to a self-administered format has several implications for how questions are designed 
and presented to respondents. Decisions must be made which instructions should be presented to 
(which) respondents and in which way. Non-substantive response options, such as “Don’t know” or 
“Refusal”, which were previously recorded spontaneously by interviewers, must either be explicitly 
presented or not at all. In a mobile first design, item batteries cannot be presented as grids, but in an 
item-by-item format with response options displayed vertically. For some questions, respondents 
could previously choose between different response units, for instance, whether to report their 
weekly, monthly, or annual income. In the following, we describe which adaptations were made 
regarding these and further aspects. A literature review on transitioning from interviewer- to self-
administration is available in the report “Good practices in transitioning to an online mode in 3MC 
questionnaire design”. 

Instructions and Clarifications 
Instructions and clarifications are information provided alongside the question text to improve 
response quality. They provide specifications on the question or the required response format. 

Fill-out Instructions 

Most questions in the EWCS questionnaire are single response questions (see Figure 1). These 
questions do not include fill-out instructions in the online questionnaire.  

 
Figure 1. Single choice question. 
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Multiple choice questions (also known as check-all-that-apply, Figure 2) include the fill-out 
instruction “Please select all that apply”. Response buttons in multiple choice questions are 
formatted differently to visually distinguish them from single choice questions. 

 

 
Figure 2. Multiple Choice Question 

 

Open-ended numeric questions (Figure 3) denote the required information directly before the field 
in which to insert the number (i.e., “Age in years: [RESPONSE FIELD]”). Plausibility checks ensure that 
respondents enter the correct format and provide additional explanation on the range of valid 
answers (i.e., “Please enter a whole number between 15 and 100.”). 

 

Figure 3. Open-ended Numeric Question (with closed response alternatives) 

 

Clarifications 

In the CAPI questionnaire, interviewer notes give supplementary information to respondents when 
necessary. This includes definitions of terms or constructs that can be read aloud to respondents on 
demand. In a self-administered format, decisions must be made whether a definition or clarification  

• is presented to all respondents (directly below the question stem),  
• is presented to some respondents (directly below the question stem),  
• is made available on demand (for instance via mouse-over), or 
• not presented.  
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Figure 4. Clarification presented directly below the question stem 

 

Clarifications are presented to all respondents when they are (potentially) relevant to all 
respondents (see Table 1 for an overview). Examples of this include: 

• concepts central to the questionnaire are introduced 
• terms may be misinterpreted although respondents are familiar with the term (and are thus 

unlikely to actively seek out additional information) 
• explanations of what to include or exclude in an answer 
• explanations of which level of detail to provide in an open-ended answer field  

 

Table 1. Clarifications presented to all respondents 

Q-# Question Title Clarification  

QN1 Number of jobs Definition of “having more than one job” 

QM3F Regularity of additional job(s) Definition of “regular” 

Q5 Job title Level of detail required, including examples 

Q6 Job description Level of detail required, including examples 

Q12 Duration of contract Clarification which contract to refer to if several 
contracts have been held for the current position 

Q16a Number of people at workplace – 
establishment size 

Clarification to exclude co-workers at other sites 

Q23 Number of subordinates Clarification to include people at other sites  

Q19 Development in number of employees 
– Labour market survivors 

Clarification to include people at other sites  

Q24 Usual number of hours per work Clarification to exclude mealtimes and time spent 
travelling to and from work. 

Q28 Usual number of hours per work 
(additional job) 

Clarification to include only regular jobs. 

Clarification to exclude mealtimes and time spent 
travelling to and from work. 

Q36 Minutes per day commuting Clarification to include outgoing and return journeys 
and provide an estimated average 

Q48 Repetitive tasks of less than 10 
minutes 

Definition of “repetitive tasks” 
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Q62 Gender of immediate boss Clarification of immediate boss if there is more than 
one potential boss 

Q72 Discrimination at work Definition of “discrimination” (in CAPI, this was part 
of the question text; it has been moved to the 
instructions to be consistent with previous 
questions) 

Q104, 
Q105 

Net earnings (numeric, range) Definition of “net earnings” 

Q1 Number of people in household Definition of “household” 

 

Clarifications only relevant to certain groups of respondents are only presented to these groups 
based on their previous responses (see Table 2 for an overview). Examples of this are: 

• clarifications specific to the work situation of employed or self-employed  
• clarifications for respondents with more than one job  

 

Table 2. Clarifications presented to certain respondent groups 

Q-# Question Title Clarification  

Q25 Preferred number of hours per week Respondents with multiple jobs: 
Clarification to refer to all jobs. 

Q46 Work in free time to meet work 
demands 

Respondents who are employed: 
Clarification to exclude recorded and paid overtime.  

Respondents who are self-employed:  
Clarification to include all times when one was not 
planning to work. 

 

Finally, some terms may be clear to many respondents but unclear to others, with no way of 
identifying in advance who requires additional information. Presenting all potentially relevant 
clarifications to all respondents would increase survey length immensely and create unnecessary 
respondent burden. Therefore, such clarifications are provided via mouse-over or clicking on the 
respective word. These words are visually highlighted to ensure that respondents are aware that 
they can receive additional information. Moreover, respondents are informed about the mouse-over 
function on the welcome page of the online questionnaire. In the course of the EWCS24 adaptation, 
the questionnaire was programmed using EFS Survey software (Tivian XI GmbH), and mouse-over 
clarifications were implemented via the html attribute “ToolTip” (Figure 5).  
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Figure 5. Clarification presented on demand via mouse-over (here: EFS Survey Software, 
implementation of mouse-over via html attribute Tooltip) 

 

Table 3 gives an overview of the questions and terms that use clarification on demand. 

 

Table 3. Clarifications presented on demand via mouse-over 

Q-# Question Title Clarification 

Q7 Self-declared employee or self-
employed 

“Employee”, “Self-employed” 

Q2d Part time or full time “Part time” 

Q14 Sector of the economy “Private sector”, “Public sector”, “Joint private-
public organisation or company”, “Not-for-profit 
sector or an NGO” 

Q16a Number of people at workplace “Local site” 

Q24 Number of hours per week “Usually” 

Q26 Number of days per week “Usually” 

QM35 Frequency of work at specific locations A: “premises”; B: “locations you’re sent to”; C: “car 
or another vehicle”; E: “own home” 

Q36 Minutes per day commuting “Travelling” 

Q50 Pace of work C: “Numerical production targets or performance 
targets” 

Q61 Social support at work A and B: “help and support”; C: “objectives”; D: 
“work organisation or work processes”; H: “feeling 
of work well done” 

Q65 Types of training A: “Training” 

 

All definitions and clarifications were derived from the existing interviewer instructions and the 
interviewer training manual. Some questions contain both clarifications visible to all respondents 
and clarifications via mouse-over (i.e., Q16a, Q36). The implementation of the different types of 
clarifications was submitted to extensive cognitive pretesting. 
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Response Options 
Non-substantive Response Options 

Non-substantive response options include “Don’t know”, “Not applicable” and “Refusal” answers. 
The online questionnaire allows respondents to leave survey questions unanswered. On the 
welcome page, respondents are informed that they may leave questions unanswered. To prevent 
respondents from inadvertently skipping questions, they receive an error message pointing to which 
question(s) were not filled out. If they confirm that they wish to leave the question empty, they are 
directed to the next survey page. 

By default, non-substantive responses are not offered to respondents explicitly in the online 
adaptation. Exceptions are cases in which  

• respondents might not know the answers to a question,  
• a question/item may not apply to all respondents (and this cannot be determined by 

previous filter questions), or  
• a question is sensitive in nature. 

 

 
Figure 6. Non-substantive response option (item-specific) 

 

When it is plausible that a respondent does not know the answer to a question, a “Don’t know” (DK) 
option is presented. If a question potentially does not apply to all respondents, a “Not applicable” 
option is presented. When possible, this response option is worded question-specifically (see Figure 
6). If the non-substantive response only applies to certain respondent groups, it is only offered to 
these respondents. For sensitive questions or items, an explicit refusal option (i.e., “I prefer not to 
answer this question”) is presented. All non-substantive response options are visually detached from 
the substantive response options and in italics to indicate to respondents that these options are not 
part of the substantive response options. Table 4 presents an overview of questions that employ 
explicit non-substantive response options. 

 

Table 4. Questions with explicit non-substantive response options 

Q-# Question Title Non-substantive 
response option 

Remark 

Q7 Self-declared employee 
or self-employed 

Don’t know DK already offered in CAPI; there are specific 
follow-up questions on employment for 
respondents who select DK. 
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Q8a Paid salary or wage by 
employer 

Don’t know This option was not explicitly offered in CAPI, 
but the follow-up questions also cover a DK 
response. 

Q16a Number of people at 
workplace 

Don’t know Factual / knowledge question 

QN4F Share of female 
employees 

Don’t know Factual / knowledge question 

Q22 Gender of workers with 
same job title 

Don’t know Factual / knowledge question 

Q40 Work at short notice Not applicable Shown to self-employed respondents only: 
“Not applicable” 

Q45 Work family conflicts Not applicable Item specific:  

B: “I have no household jobs to do” 

E: “I have no family responsibilities” 

Q61 Social support at work Not applicable Item specific:  

A, E: “I do not work together with other 
people” 

B: “I have no manager” 

C, D, L: “Does not apply to me” 

Q62 Gender of immediate 
boss 

Not applicable Item specific: 

“I have no boss” 

Respondents who previously indicate that 
they have no boss are not shown this 
question. The response option is provided 
despite this because Q63 depends on it. 

Q63 Quality of management  Not applicable C: “Not applicable” (For respondents who 
have an immediate boss, but he/she is not 
responsible for getting people to work 
together) 

Q72 Discrimination at work Refusal Sensitive question. 

“I prefer not to answer this question” 

QM7FN Discrimination grounds Refusal Sensitive question. 

“I prefer not to answer this question” 

Q80 Abuse 1 Refusal Sensitive question. 

“I prefer not to answer this question” 

Q81 Abuse 2 Refusal Sensitive question. 

“I prefer not to answer this question” 
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Q89 Job evaluation Not applicable Shown to self-employed respondents only: 
C: “Not applicable”  

Q92a Respondent age Refusal Sensitive question. 

“I prefer not to answer” 

Open-ended numeric field with a refusal 
option. Respondents who choose the refusal 
are redirected to age ranges. 

Q92 Work until which age? Don’t know Open-ended numeric field with two 
alternative (substantive) response options. 

Respondents are only shown the DK option if 
they initially leave the question unanswered. 
If the do-answer-check is activated, they are 
motivated to respond to the question and the 
DK option is presented as an additional 
response category. 

Q95 Unpaid work  Not applicable Item specific: 

C: “I do not have children or grandchildren” 

D: “I have no elderly or disabled relatives in 
need of care” 

Q104, 
Q105 

Net earnings (numeric, 
range) 

Refusal Sensitive question. 

“I prefer not to answer” 

age_hh Proxy age Don’t know Factual/knowledge question:  

“I don’t know the exact age of this person” 

workstatu
s_hh 

Proxy work status Don’t know Factual/knowledge question:  

“I don’t know the work situation of this 
person” 

 

Additional Substantive Response Options 

For some questions, further substantive response options were implemented, usually based on 
previous response options that were only coded upon the respondent’s spontaneous reaction: 

Table 5. Questions with additional substantive response options 

Q-# Question Title Further response 
option 

Remark 

QM3F Regularity of additional 
job(s) 

BOTH regular and 
occasional 

It is not known at this stage whether 
respondents have one or several additional 
jobs. 

Alternatively, the question order could be 
changed. If the number of additional jobs is 
assessed before QM3F, the additional 
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response option must only be shown to 
respondents several additional jobs. 

Q11 Employment contract Other, please 
specify: 

Previously coded upon respondent’s 
spontaneous reaction.  
Open-ended text field implemented for 
additional explanations  

Q12 Contract duration My contract does 
not have an exact 
duration 

Previously coded upon respondent’s 
spontaneous reaction. 

Q25 Preferred number of 
hours per week 

The same number 
of hours as 
currently 

Previously coded upon respondent’s 
spontaneous reaction. 

Q78 Health problems Other, namely: Previously coded upon respondent’s 
spontaneous reaction.  
Open-ended text field implemented for 
additional explanations. 

Q92 Work until what age? I want to work as 
long as possible 

I want to stop 
working as early 
as possible 

The first category was previously coded upon 
respondent’s spontaneous reaction. 

The second category was included as a logical 
contrast category. 

Q2c, Q3d Respondent / Proxy 
work status 

Other, please 
specify: 

Previously coded upon respondent’s 
spontaneous reaction.  
Open-ended text field implemented for 
additional explanations. 

 

Adjustable Response Units 

Several questions offer the respondents a choice of response units. This means that the question 
asks about the most common unit (i.e., earnings per month), but respondents are given the option 
to answer the question in a different response unit (i.e., earnings per week or per year) (see Figure 
7).  

 
Figure 7. Adjustable response units 

 

In the online questionnaire, respondents are presented the most common unit on the initial 
question page, together with an open-ended numeric field for their response and one or more 
closed response options indicating that they would prefer to answer in a different unit. Respondents 
who choose this are redirected to a separate survey page with the survey question asking about 
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their preferred response unit. Table 6 gives an overview of questions that offer adjustable response 
units. 

 

Table 6. Questions with varying response units 

Q-# Question Title Available response units 

Q12 Contract duration Duration of contract in months,  
alternatively weeks or days. 

Q24D1 Expected working hours Number of hours per week,  
alternatively per month 

Q24 Usual working hours Number of hours per week,  
alternatively per month 

Q28 Usual number of hours per work 
(additional job) 

Number of hours per week,  
alternatively per month 

Q25 Preferred number of hours per 
week 

Number of hours per week,  
alternatively per month 

Q36 Minutes per day commuting Number of minutes per day,  
alternatively number of hours per day 

Q104, 
Q105 

Net earnings (numeric, range) Monthly net income,  
alternatively weekly or annual net income 

 

Item Batteries 
Presenting item batteries in a mobile-first format requires adaptation to several parts of the 
question structure. Items must be presented individually with vertically shown response options. 
This is known as an item-by-item format. The items are usually presented one below the other on 
one survey page where respondents have to scroll down (an alternative would be to present each 
item on a separate page). In consequence, the introductory question text is only visible to 
respondents while they fill out the first item(s), but not as they scroll down to answer later items of 
an item battery. Therefore, the introductory question text and the items must be worded as full 
sentences or questions (Figure 8). For instance, in Q9a, the CAPI question text read “Regarding your 
business, do you…?”, followed by the items read out by the interviewer, for instance “… have the 
authority to hire or dismiss employees”. In the adapted online questionnaire, the question text and 
items consist of full sentences: “Regarding your business, do the following statements apply to you?” 
and “I have the authority to hire or dismiss employees”. 
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Figure 8. Item-by-item design 

 

To prevent excessive scrolling, a maximum of five items are presented on one survey page. 
Questions with more than five items are split onto multiple survey pages. The question text remains 
identical across survey pages, except that an “And” is added at the beginning of the question text. 
Randomization of items is kept as in CAPI whenever possible. In general, items are randomized 
within survey pages. 

The adaptation to online usually implements a five-point response scale using vague quantifiers 
from the CATI questionnaire (“Always”, “Often”, “Sometimes”, “Rarely”, “Never”) when asking about 
frequencies. This scale was assumed to be sufficient to measure the respondent’s personal 
perception and easier to understand than the previously used scales (seven-point scale with share of 
time: “All of the time”, “Almost all of the time”, “Around ¾ of the time”, “Around half of the time”, 
“Around ¼ of the time”, “Almost Never”, “Never”) (see the cognitive pretesting of item battery 
scales in chapter 3). The direction of the scale in CAWI is consistent throughout the survey and goes 
from “Always” to “Never” (instead of “Never” to “Always”). Likewise, comparable scales run from 
high to low frequency (i.e., Q40 from “Daily” to “Never”). Questions that require an absolute 
measure of frequency (Q40, 46, 51, 95) continue to use the CAPI scale. Table 7 summarizes the 
adaptations made to all item batteries. 

 

Table 7. Item batteries adapted to an item-by-item format 

Q-# Question Title Summary of changes 

Q9a Business self-employed  Question text: Changed to full sentence 

Items: Changed to full sentence 

Q29 Physical risk factors Question text: Changed to full question 

Items: Nine items split onto two survey pages. Items were 
previously fully randomized; they are now randomized within the 
separate survey pages (items A-D, E-I).  
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Response scale: Implementation of five-point scale with vague 
quantifiers (“Always” to “Never”). 

Q30 Physical demands  Question text: Changed to full question 

Items: Eight items split onto two survey pages (A-D, E-H). Items 
per previously partially randomized; no randomization is possible 
due to the division into two survey pages.  

Response scale: Implementation of five-point scale with vague 
quantifiers (“Always” to “Never”). 

QN6C Automated task 
allocation 

Question text: Reference to show cards deleted (“Using the same 
scale, …”) 

Response scale: Implementation of five-point scale with vague 
quantifiers (“Always” to “Never”). 

QM35 Frequency of work at 
specific locations 

Due to the nature of the items, all six items are presented on one 
survey page. 

Q45 Work-life balance Question text: Changed to full question. 

Item text: Changed to full sentences. 

Response options: Item-specific non-substantive response options 
added for items B and E 

Q49 Work intensity Question text: Changed to full question; wording changed to imply 
a frequency question. 

Response scale: Implementation of five-point scale with vague 
quantifiers (“Always” to “Never”). 

Q50 Pace of work Question text: Changed to full question. 

Tooltips were added as clarifications within the item text. 

Q53 Cognitive dimensions  Question text: Changed to full question. 

Q54 Autonomy Question text: Changed to full question; wording changed to imply 
a frequency question. 

Response scale: Implementation of five-point scale with vague 
quantifiers (“Always” to “Never”). 

Q60 Team autonomy Question text: Changed to full question; wording changed to imply 
a frequency question. 

Response scale: Implementation of four-point scale with vague 
quantifiers from CATI (“To a large extent” to “Not at all”). 

Q61 Social support at work Question text: Changed to full question; wording changed to imply 
a frequency question. 

Items: Fourteen items split onto three survey pages. Items were 
previously partially randomized; they are randomized within 
survey pages, except items A and B, which are always the first two 
items. 
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Response scale: Implementation of five-point scale with vague 
quantifiers (“Always” to “Never”). 

Response options: The items have been reworded to the first 
person singular (“My colleagues” instead of “Your colleagues”). 
Tooltips were added as clarifications within the item text. Item-
specific non-substantive response options added for items A-E, L. 

QN20 Suggestive behaviour Question text: Changed to full sentence.  

Wording: Slight changes to question and item text for reasons of 
precision, simplicity, and translatability. 

Q63 Quality of management  Question and item text: Changed to full sentence and gender-
aligned based on Q62. 

Items: Randomization was maintained. 

Response options: Item-specific non-substantive response options 
added for item C. 

Q65 Types of training Response options: Tooltips were added as clarifications within the 
item text. 

Q80 Abuse 1 Question text: The words "situations or behaviors" was added as 
many translations require a noun. Interviewer-specific text and 
show cards have been omitted (“Just read out the letter or letters 
that apply”). 

Response options: The option “I prefer not to answer this 
question” is shown for each item separately. 

Q87 Well-being Question text: Wording changed to imply a frequency question. 

Response scale: Implementation of five-point scale with vague 
quantifiers (“Always” to “Never”). 

Items: Randomization was kept. 

Q89 Job evaluation Items: Six items split onto two survey pages (A-C, E-H). 
Randomization on first survey page only.  

Non-substantive response option “Not applicable” shown to self-
employed only. 

Q90 Engagement  Question text: Changed to full sentence. For respondents with 
multiple jobs, the question text visually highlights that they should 
refer to all jobs. 

Items: Randomization was kept. 

Response scale: Implementation of five-point scale with vague 
quantifiers (“Always” to “Never”). 

QN92 Qualitative job insecurity  Question text: Changed to full sentence. 

Q95 Unpaid work  Response options: Item-specific non-substantive response options 
added for items C and D. 
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Item text adjusted to self-administered format, for instance C: 
“Caring for and/or educating your children, grandchildren (please, 
also include people, who do not live in the household)”  “Caring 
for and/or educating your children or grandchildren (including 
those who do not live in your household)” 

Q96 Unpaid work  – time 
spent 

Change in format: Respondents can indicate the number of hours 
and minutes in two columns. 

Fill-out instruction added. 

 

To test whether multiple choice questions (check-all-that-apply format, CATA) could be employed 
alternatively, two factual item batteries with yes/no grids were implemented as multiple choice 
questions and cognitively pretested (see cognitive pretesting of item battery format in chapter 3). 
These were the questions on health problems (Q78) and types of earnings (Q101). In addition, the 
item battery on the frequency of visiting work locations (QM35) was tested using several layouts, 
including an antecedent CATA question. 

Addressing the Respondent and Question Wording 
The adaptation to a self-administered format requires many adjustments in question wording. This is 
most prominently the case when respondents were previously directly addressed, or the 
interviewers referred to themselves directly, for instance when the next survey topic is introduced. 
Another common example is when the CAPI questionnaire used show cards, which are sometimes 
referred to in the question text. In all cases, the question or item text was adapted as minimally as 
possible. In the following, we summarize changes in question wording due to the mode switch. 

Introductory Pages and Bridges 
In the CAPI questionnaire, the interviewer generally introduces the next topic with sentences such as 
“I’m now going to ask you some questions about…”. In the self-administered online questionnaire, 
introductory text is either at the top of a survey page with the next question or on a separate survey 
page. The adaptation has replaced the first person singular (“I”) with a neutral wording, such as “The 
next questions are about…”. In the few cases in which this was not possible, the first-person plural 
(“we”) was used.  

Important words that an interviewer would emphasize have been visually highlighted, for instance 
using bold font. For instance, for respondents with multiple jobs, the words “main” or “all” are 
highlighted, depending on whether respondents should answer only for their main job or consider all 
jobs. An example of this is the introductory paragraph on the concept of the “main job” for 
respondents with multiple jobs: 

“In the rest of the survey, we will now ask questions on your main job.  

By ‘main’ job, we mean the one where you spend the greatest number of working hours. 
If you work equal hours at each job, please select the job that you personally find more 
important.” 

Likewise, in the bridge leading to Q80, the information to include all jobs is highlighted: 

“Now please think about all of the paid jobs you have.” 
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Introductory sections that were sentence fragments in CAPI have been turned into full sentences in 
the adaptation. For instance, in the introduction leading up to Q13 the CAPI version was “Now 
thinking about your business…”. This has been changed to:  

“The following questions are about your business.” 

Show Cards  
The CAPI EWCS questionnaire uses numerous show cards to facilitate data collection. In many cases, 
these show cards are simply replaced with the corresponding single choice question or item-by-item 
battery without any adjustments to the question text.  

• Questions using show card replaced with corresponding single choice question  
(no adjustment to question text) 

o Q11 (Employment contract) 
o Q16a (Number of people at workplace) 
o QN4F (Share of female employees) 
o Q19 (Development in number of employees : labour market survivors) 
o Q33 (Information about health and safety risks at work) 
o Q40 (Work at short notice) 
o Q42 (Working time arrangements) 
o Q44 (Work-life-balance) 
o Q46 (Work in free time) 
o Q47 (Able to take an hour off) 
o Q51 (Work interruptions 1) 
o Q52 (Work interruptions 2) 
o Q64 (Skill match) 
o Q92B (Age groups) 
o Q101 (earning components) 
o Q102 (Share of main client – self employed) 
o Q106 (Education) 
o Q3c (Proxy relation to respondent) 

• Question using show card replaced with corresponding item-by-item battery  
(no adjustment to question text) 

o QM35 (Frequency of work at specific locations) 
o Q45 (Work family conflicts) 
o Q49 (work intensity) 
o Q61 (Social support) 
o Q63 (management quality) 
o Q87 (Well-being) 
o Q89 (Job evaluation) 
o Q90 (Engagement) 
o Q91, Q91b (Job evaluation self-employed) 
o QN92 (qualitative job insecurity) 
o Q95 (unpaid work) 
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• Question using show card replaced with corresponding multiple-choice question  
(no adjustment to question text) 

o Q78 (Health problems) 

 

In cases in which the question text explicitly referred to the show card, this part of the question was 
adjusted accordingly. Table 8 summarizes changes to the question text carried out due to the 
elimination of show cards, except for questions QM7FN, Q80, and Q81. These are sensitive 
questions, which used show cards to avoid reading items aloud. The adaptation of sensitive 
questions is described in more detail in the chapter “Specific Questions and Topics” below. 

 

Table 8. Changes in question wording due to elimination of show cards 

Q-# Question Title Adaptation 

Q8b Type of self-employment Text referring to show card deleted (“Looking at this card, …”) 

Show card replaced by multiple choice question. 

Q29 Physical risk factors  Show card replaced by item-by-item battery. 

Text referring to show card deleted (“Please tell me, using the 
following scale, …”) 

Q30 Physical demands Show card replaced by item-by-item battery. 

Text referring to show card deleted (“Please tell me, using the 
same scale, …”) 

QN6C Automated task 
allocation 

Text referring to show card deleted (“Using the same scale, …”) 

Q88 Overall job satisfaction Show card replaced by single choice question. 

The question text previously enumerated all response options, this 
has been deleted (“Are you very satisfied, satisfied, not very 
satisfied or not at all satisfied with …” 

Q105 Net income ranges Show card replaced by single choice questions. 

Text referring to show card deleted (“What letter best matches 
your total net earnings from your main job? Use the part of the 
show card that you know best …”). 

Q2c, Q3d Work status or 
respondent / proxy 

Show card replaced by single choice question. 

Text referring to show card deleted (“Please look at this card and 
tell me …”). 

 

Further Changes to Question Wording 
Other cases that required a (usually small) change in wording were instances in which the 
respondent was directly addressed in the question text or cases in which the presentation of 
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response options was switched to the first person singular in self-administration. Table 9 
summarizes the changes made. 

 

Table 9. Questions with adapted wording due to mode switch 

Q-# Question Title Adaptation 

Q22 Gender of workers with same job 
title 

The order of the sentences within the question text was 
changed to accommodate for the mode change. 

Q42 Working time arrangements The response categories were adapted to the first person 
singular (“You can choose …”  “I can choose …”) 

Q47 Able to take an hour off Direct addressing of the respondent deleted (“Would you say 
that for you …”) 

Q48 Repetitive tasks of less than 10 
minutes 

Direct addressing of the respondent deleted (“Please tell me, 
…”) 

Q92a Respondent age Direct addressing of the respondent deleted (“Now would 
you mind telling me how old you are?”). 

Introductory text added. 

Q92b Age ranges Introductory text added. 

Q1 Household size Slight change in wording to avoid oral language. 

Gender Sensitivity 
According to the European Institute for Gender Equality, “gender-sensitive language is gender 
equality made manifest through language. Gender equality in language is attained when women and 
men – and those who do not conform to the binary gender system – are addressed through 
language as persons of equal value, dignity, integrity and respect”1. References to gender may occur 
in several ways in a survey: 

• Questions about a person’s gender  
For instance, when a question asks about the respondent’s gender 

• Gender-aligned questions  
For instance, a question about the respondent’s work status may be gender-aligned if the 
respondent’s gender is known 

• Gender-sensitive words (nouns, adjectives) 
For instance, references to occupations or references to a respondent’s boss, colleagues, 
clients, or employer 

Questions asking about a person’s gender and subsequent gender-aligned questions were adjusted 
during the questionnaire adaptation to the online mode. Further instances of gender-sensitive 

 
1 https://eige.europa.eu/publications/gender-sensitive-communication/first-steps-towards-more-inclusive-
language/terms-you-need-know 
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language are highly language-specific. Please refer to Chapter 2 for details on gender-sensitive 
language in the translation. 

Questions About Gender 
There are three instances in which the EWCS questionnaire records the sex or gender of a person. 
These are the sex or gender of the immediate boss (Q62), the respondent (Q2new), and other 
household member(s) (Q3a).  

The variable names in the CAPI questionnaire indicate that the construct to be measured is gender 
for the immediate boss, whereas for the respondent and other household members, it is biological 
sex. Respondent sex is recorded based on interviewer observation (thus more precisely capturing 
gender expression).  

Eurofound considers the online questionnaire to be the beginning of a new trend regarding gender 
sensitivity. The adapted questions are intended to consistently capture gender identity. Thus, the 
proposed version is designed to enable transmen to identify as men and transwomen to identify as 
women. The question text is based on the CATI questionnaire and asks how the respondents would 
describe themselves (“Would you describe yourself as…?”) or another member of their household. 
The question further includes a non-binary response option. The wording “Other” was chosen to be 
as all-encompassing and inclusive as possible. Adapting the question on the immediate boss required 
a slightly different wording, and explicitly asks about gender.  

 

Table 10. Questions asking about a person's gender in CAPI, CATI and CAWI 

Q-# CAPI Question CATI Question CAWI Question 

Q62 [boss_gender] 
Is your immediate boss a man 
or a woman? 

• A man 
• A woman 
• [Not applicable] 
• [Don’t know] 
• [Refused] 

[boss_gender] 
Is your immediate boss a man 
or a woman? 

• A man 
• A woman 
• [Not applicable] 
• [Don’t know] 
• [Refused] 

[boss_gender] 
What is the gender of your 
immediate boss? 

• Male 
• Female 
• Other 
• I have no boss 

Q2new [sex_observed]  
DO NOT ASK: Based on your 
observation, how would you 
categorise the respondent? 

• Male 
• Female 

[sex] 
Would you describe yourself 
as 
 

• A man 
• A woman 
• Or would you describe 

yourself in another way? 

[gender] 
Would you describe yourself 
as…? 
 

• A man 
• A woman 
• Other 

Q3a [sex_hh] 
Could you tell me the gender 
of this person? 

• Male 

Not asked in CATI [gender_hh] 
Would you describe this 
person as…? 

• A man 
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• Female 
• [Other] 
• [Refused] 

• A woman 
• Other 

 

Gender-Aligned Questions 
Each of these three questions is followed by questions about the respective person (the immediate 
boss, the respondent, other household members). These subsequent questions are worded in a 
gender-aligned way. For instance, the items in Q63 about the immediate boss are worded in a male 
(i.e., “He respects me as a person”) or female form (i.e., “She respects me as a person”) if the boss 
was categorized as male or female in Q62. If respondents chose the non-binary option “Other” or 
left the question unanswered, the items include both forms (“He/She respects me as a person”).  

Following the question on respondent (Q2new) or proxy (Q3a) gender, the question on the 
respective work status (Q2c, Q3d) is gender-aligned. This simplifies the question text in languages 
which use differing male and female forms for words such as employee, employer, or homemaker. 
Moreover, countries that offer different child-leave regulations for men and women can use the 
respective terms. 

The question on the proxy’s relation to the respondent (Q3c) profits strongly from gender-
alignment, as the response options become more specific. For instance, the response option “My 
child or the son/daughter of my cohabiting partner” is shown as “My son or the son of my cohabiting 
partner” for male proxies, as “My daughter or the daughter of my cohabiting partner” for female 
proxies, and neutrally as “My child or the child of my cohabiting partner” when the gender is 
declared as “other” or unknown. 

Specific Questions and Topics 

Sensitive Questions 
The EWCS includes several questions that can be considered sensitive because they touch on 
personal topics. Although people are more comfortable to answer sensitive questions in self-
administered questionaires, for questions that deal with topics of discrimination or abuse, it was 
deemed of utmost importance that respondents are fully aware that they are free not to answer a 
question they are uncomfortable with, while at the same time giving them opportunity to give 
explanations on their experiences if they felt the need. Therefore, an explicit refusal option was 
presented alongside each question or item, and the “Other” option now includes an open-ended 
text field for respondents to share their experiences. 

In the hopes of assessing high quality background information on the respondent, questions on 
respondent age (Q92a) and work related earnings (Q104) are asked using an open-ended numeric 
format, thus asking for a very detailed level of reporting. In both cases, respondents are presented 
an explicit refusal option. Respondents who select this are then directed to a second question asking 
about the approximate age (Q92b) or income range (Q105). For the question on earnings, an explicit 
refusal option is offered here as well. Table 11 gives an overview of sensitive questions in EWCS and 
how they have been adapted in the online questionnaire. 
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Table 11. Sensitive questions 

Q-# Question Title Adaptation 

QM7FN Discrimination grounds In CAPI, a show card used letters in order not to read item text 
aloud. This has been replaced by item-by-item battery, and text 
referring to show card deleted (“Please read out the letter or 
letters that apply.”). 

An explicit refusal option was added for each item: “I prefer not to 
answer this question” 

The answer option “Yes” to the final item “Other” has been 
changed to “Yes, namely:” and includes an open-ended text field 
to capture further grounds for discrimination. 

Q80 Abuse 1 In CAPI, a show card used letters in order not to read item text 
aloud. This has been replaced by item-by-item battery, and text 
referring to show card deleted (“Just read out the letter or letters 
that apply.”). 

An explicit refusal option was added for each item: “I prefer not to 
answer this question” 

Q81 Abuse 2 Show card used letters in order not to read item text aloud. 

Show card replaced by item-by-item battery. 

Text referring to show card deleted (“Just read out the letter or 
letters that apply.”). 

Explicit refusal option for each item: “I prefer not to answer this 
question” 

Q92a, 
Q92b 

Respondent age,  
Age range 

Respondents are first asked to give an exact response in an open-
ended numeric field. An explicit refusal option is provided: “I 
prefer not to answer”. 

Respondents who choose the refusal option are directed to Q92b, 
which asks them to indicate the approximate age range. Age 
ranges are based on the CATI questionnaire. This question does 
not provide an explicit refusal option, but respondents may leave 
the question unanswered. 

Q104, 
Q105 

Net work-related 
earnings  numeric,  
Net work-related range 

Respondents are first asked to give an exact response in an open-
ended numeric field. An explicit refusal option is provided: “I 
prefer not to answer”. 

Respondents who choose the refusal option are directed to Q105, 
which asks them to indicate the approximate earnings range. This 
question also provides an explicit refusal option. 

 

Occupation and Sector  
The overarching goal of Q5 (Job Title) and Q6 (Job Activity) is to obtain answers that allow for an 
accurate identification of the occupation at the 4-digit ISCO level. Both questions use the identical 
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question text as in the CAPI questionnaire but require that respondents type their answers into 
open-ended text fields. Fill-out instructions have been included that name examples on the level of 
detail required. The examples are adapted country-specifically based on the pre-existing interviewer 
notes. 

Instructions Q5: “Please indicate the exact job title. For example, write ‘forwarding merchant’ 
and not ‘commercial employee’, or ‘machine fitter’ instead of ‘worker’. If you are a civil servant, 
please indicate your job title, e.g., ‘policemaster’, or ‘study council’. If you are a trainee, please 
indicate the profession you are training for.” 

Instructions Q6: “Please describe your professional activity and your main tasks in as much 
detail as possible. Examples are ‘Filling shelves with products and taking inventory’, ‘Caring for 
patients, giving medication, monitoring vital signs’, ‘Caring for patients, treating teeth and 
gums’, ‘Monitoring the inventory in the women’s department, serving customers and cashier 
activities’” 

Question Q13 asks respondents to describe the main activity of the organisation they work for, with 
the goal of coding on a three-digit NACE level. The question text in the CAPI format was kept 
relatively simple, but also vague (“What is the main activity of the company or organisation where 
you work?”), and the interviewers were trained to obtain the relevant information. In the online 
adaptation, the question text has been worded more precisely (“What sector of business or industry 
is the company or organisation where you work mainly active in?”). Moreover, instructions explain 
the level of detail required and give examples: 

Instructions Q13: “Please describe the sector of business or industry in as much detail as 
possible. Examples are: 
“retail sale of food, beverages and tobacco” (not: “trade”), 
“manufacture of cutlery” (not: “factory”), 
“management of real estate on a fee or contract basis“ (not: “service sector”), or  
“software development” (not: “IT”).” 

Finally, Q14 (sector of the economy) is a single response question asking whether respondents work 
in the public or private sector. The CAPI question text was worded as a sentence fragment and kept 
very vague (“Are you working in…?”). This has been changed in the adaptation to online (“In which 
sector of the economy do you work?”). Additional clarifications have been added via mouse-over for 
all response options. For more information on the country-specific adaptations, please refer to 
“Central Concepts and Terms” in the Chapter 2. 

 

Work Status 
Questions Q2c and Q3d ask about the work status of the respondent and his/her household 
members. In the CAPI questionnaire, this was done using a show card to depict the partially very 
long response options. Moreover, detailed interviewer instructions helped to find the correct 
response category for unusual work situations.  

In the online adaptation, a clarification of self-employment is provided to all respondents (“Self-
employment includes the case that your business does not (yet) generate profit or income.”).  
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All items are presented in a gender-aligned way, that is using only male, only female or gender-
inclusive wording depending on the declared respondent / proxy gender. If no gender was indicated, 
the gender-inclusive option is depicted. 

For the first two response options, the words “full time” and “part time” are visually highlighted to 
distinguish them from each other. Moreover, the slashes have been replaced by commas: 

“At work full time as an employee or employer, self-employed, or as a paid relative assisting on 
family farm or business” 

“At work in a part time capacity as an employee or employer, self-employed, or as a paid 
relative assisting on family farm or business” 

The item containing “full time homemaker” should include “unpaid family member” according to 
the interviewer instructions. This has been added to the item text (“Full time homemaker or 
unpaid family member”). The previously included explanation “responsible for ordinary shopping 
and looking after the home” has been omitted.  

Due to the inclusion of unpaid family members in this response category, the relatives assisting on a 
family farm or in a family business have been specified as only including “paid” members. Further 
clarification with Eurofound is necessary for ambiguous cases. These include: 

• Family members working in a family business, but not against direct wages 
• Family members who assist in housekeeping or childcare (often grandparents), while the 

parents are running the family business 

The response option including “child-care leave” names the gender-specific child-care leave options 
in countries which provide different regulations for men and women. 

The wording of the response options for “full-time education” has been adapted to avoid slashes (“In 
full time education, i.e., as a pupil at school or student at university”). 

The response option “other” now includes an open-ended text field for the respondent to provide 
additional information. This will hopefully provide information to code unusual work situations. 

 

Welcome Page 
The respondents receive information about the survey at several stages prior to the welcome page, 
potentially including an initial personal or telephone contact at recruitment, and cover or invitation 
letters to the survey that are handed out personally, sent by mail or e-mail. 

The information on the welcome page of the survey should be kept relatively brief. More detailed 
information about the survey should be provided in the cover letter and invitation to the survey. 

The current adaptation includes the following information: 

• The topic and international scope of the survey 
• The length of the survey 
• Data protection 
• The use of mouse-over / scroll-over instructions 
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Meta Data, Paradata, Geolocation Information, and Recontact Data 
Following the substantive questions on working conditions, the EWCS collects a variety of data on 
the interview setting, the location of the respondent, and recontact data. 

Data on the interview situation that cannot be collected with the same level of quality in a self-
administered format as when it is recorded by an interviewer. Because data collected on the survey 
situation is not comparable across modes, we suggest omitting the question on the number of 
people present during the interview (P4), the interviewer-evaluated respondent cooperation (P5) 
and level of understanding (P5a). The time (P2), date (P1), length (P3), language variant (P3a), and 
country (P3b) of the interview can be recorded automatically by online survey software and should 
be implemented by the field agency. Interviewer (P10) and questionnaire number (P11) are not 
relevant in CAWI. 

In lieu of the previous measures, an alternative is to implement a survey evaluation at the end of the 
questionnaire. The GESIS Panel2, for instance, asks questions on the the overall survey evaluation 
and whether the survey was interesting. Possibly, the field work provider can analyse respondents’ 
survey processing behaviour based on response times, share of respondents reading clarifications on 
demand, backtracking to previous questions, or answer changes. However, such paradata are 
subject to interpretation. For instance, long response times may be caused by difficulties in 
comprehension or be a sign of high respondent motivation.  

The CAPI questionnaire collects detailed geolocation information, such as  

• the size of locality (P6, assesses the DEGURBA codes on density of population),  
• region codes (P7, aimed at classifying on NUTS 3 level),  
• the respondent address (P8),  
• the primary sampling unit (P9A) and point number (P9B), and  
• the respondent’s name (P9C).  

Depending on the recruitment strategy for the CAWI sample, the respondent’s name and address 
may or may not be known prior to data collection. Should respondents remain anonymous 
throughout the online questionnaire, we suggest collecting the respondent’s postal code, from 
which the NUTS 3 classification can be derived. 

In the online adaptation, Eurofound wishes to recontact all respondents who demonstrate 
willingness to be recontacted (P13). For follow-up surveys, respondents can provide their telephone 
number (landline or mobile) (QP14) and/or email address (QP15), which are shown on one survey 
page. Recontacts for purposes of quality control are only carried out via telephone. Respondents can 
provide the same telephone number as before or provide a different number (landline or mobile) 
(P12A).  

The online questionnaire provides an open-ended field for comments on the last survey page, in 
which respondents can relate any difficulties they had, alongside Eurofound’s contact information. 

 

 
2 https://www.gesis.org/en/gesis-panel/gesis-panel-home 
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Further Adaptations 
Further changes made during adaptation to an online questionnaire are summarized in Table 12. 

Table 12. Overview of further adaptations 

Q-# Question Title Remark 

Q11 Employment contract For respondents with only one employment, the 
unnecessary specification “in your job” was deleted. 

Q24C Type of employment 
contract 

The word “best” was added to the question text to stress 
that this is a single choice question. 

QM7FN Discrimination 
grounds 

The variable names in the CAPI questionnaire seem to be 
mixed up. 

Q78 Health problems Change in question format: Because the question is a 
factual question, it has been turned into a multiple response 
(check-all-that-apply) format. 

An exclusive answer option “None of the above” was added. 

The question wording was slightly changed from “did you 
have” to “did you suffer under” to indicate true health 
impediments, and in line with the pre-existing German and 
Polish translation. 

The answer option “Other, namely:” is now presented to all 
respondents, and includes an open-ended text field. 

Q92b Age groups Response options were adapted from the CATI 
questionnaire. 

Q101 Earning components Change in question format: Because the question is a 
factual question, it has been turned into a multiple response 
(check-all-that-apply) format. 

Q1 Household size Change in question format: Changed from open-ended 
numeric to a drop-down menu. 

Q106 Education [Germany only] Explicit non-response options were added 
for the additional questions on vocational and academic 
degrees (“I have no vocational degree” and “I have no 
academic degree”) 
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2. Translation of the Online Questionnaire  
The languages chosen for translation were German and Polish. The reasons behind this choice of 
languages were of both linguistic and substantive nature. Linguistically, German and Polish are two 
languages with highly complex grammatical gender systems. German has a masculine, feminine and 
neutral grammatical gender system. Person-related nouns, such as job titles, can be aligned to the 
gender of the respondent. Polish has five grammatical genders and conjugates and declines 
adjectives, numbers and verbs according to gender (Łaziński & Czachur, 2020). Thus, translating into 
and subsequently cognitively pretesting these languages served to uncover a broad range of issues 
related to gender-sensitive language and thus positively contribute to gender mainstreaming in 
further translations. Furthermore, with respect to the cognitive pretesting, it was important to select 
countries in which the labour market includes a large and heterogenous share of self-employed and 
otherwise atypically employed respondents. The composition of self-employed people in Germany is 
very heterogeneous (Vogel & Dribbusch, 2009), making it a good country for recruiting atypical 
groups of workers. Poland belongs to the countries that traditionally has a high proportion of self-
employed workers (Hatfield, 2015) and represents Eastern European countries. Finally, Poland has a 
significantly lower level of internet penetration than the other two countries, in which cognitive 
pretesting was conducted (Germany: 94%; UK: 95%; Poland: 79%; Internet World Stats, 2021). 

Translation Procedure and Quality Control 
The adapted questions were programmed in the EFS Survey software (Tivian XI GmbH)  as an online 
questionnaire. This ensured that all questions worked well in an online setting. The translation file 
was based on a text output of the programmed online questionnaire to ensure that all relevant 
textual features (i.e., instructions, clarifications, error messages or the forward button) were 
included in translation. 

The translations of the adapted online questionnaire into German and Polish were based on the pre-
existing CAPI translations into these languages unless there were substantive reasons for 
modifications; changes to the pre-existing translation should ideally mirror changes made to the 
source questionnaire in the course of the adaptation. In practice, all of the following four 
combinations of changes to the source and translated questionnaires occurred:  

 

Table 13. Changes to source and target languages due to adaptation and translation 

 Change in English Source 

Change in Polish / German 
Translation 

Yes No 

Yes The English source required 
adaptation from CAPI to CAWI; the 
translation mirrored this. 

Additional changes in the 
translation occurred in some cases. 

Although the source did not require 
adaptation, the translation did. 
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Translators received a document with an overview of the types of changes that were made to the 
source questionnaire as described in Chapter 1 on the adaptation. Moreover, translators received a 
“Track Changes” document of the source questionnaire that marked all changes between the CAPI 
and CAWI source questionnaire for each question.  

To ensure consistency of wording within the questionnaire, translators were instructed in the use 
of question variations in the source. As the EWCS seeks to word each survey question in the way 
that applies best to the individual respondent, many questions are available in several variations 
based on previous answers of the respondent. The most important variations are: 

• Number of jobs (one job vs. multiple jobs) 
• Employed vs. self-employed 
• Seniority in current job (under vs. over one year in current job) 
• Gender (of the respondent, in proxy reporting, of the immediate boss) 

Translations of question variations were kept identical except for the variation required. Translators 
were instructed how to identify questions with question variations based on the question variable 
numbers (a version caption “V1”, “V2” etc. was added to the question numbers of all affected 
questions, i.e., “Q5_V1” or “Q5_V2”). Additionally, the question names were supplemented by the 
information in brackets on the type of variation (i.e., “(if one job)” or “(if two or more jobs)”). 

The translation task was carried out using a translation template. The template was based on an 
Excel output of the programmed online questionnaire that contained all text elements and 
formatting code. The prepared template consisted of four tabs, of which the first two contained the 
text elements to be translated, and the other two contained the original CATI and CAPI 
questionnaires in English,   of orientation, the beginning of new survey pages and questions within 
survey pages were visually separated.  

 

Figure 9. Structure of the Translation Template 

 

The columns depicted the separate steps of translation (see Figure 9). The columns farthest on the 
left (columns B, C) served as orientation which question and which type of text element (i.e., 

No The English source required 
adaptation; however, the wording 
of the translation was already 
suitable for CAWI. 

Neither the source nor the 
translation required adaptation. The 
CAPI and CAWI version is identical in 
both languages. 
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question text, instruction, response option) was to be translated. This was followed by the English 
source text to be translated (column E). Translators could also consult the programmed English 
source online questionnaire and select the respective question number in order to have a 
visualization of the question in the online questionnaire. 

The next two columns showed the corresponding text element from the English CAPI questionnaire 
(column G) and marked whether there had been any change to the text element in the course of the 
adaptation (column H). In the few cases in which the online questionnaire was based on the 2020 
CATI questionnaire, this was indicated using a color scheme, and the corresponding text element 
from the CATI questionnaire was inserted accordingly. 

If the text was marked as “identical” in column H, this meant that no changes had been made in the 
course of the adaptation. In this case, translators were instructed to compare the pre-existing 
(German or Polish) CAPI translation (column K) with the English source online questionnaire (column 
E) and decide whether there was a need for a revision to the pre-existing translation despite there 
being no change in the source (i.e. due to reasons of gender-sensitivity or different requirements to 
sentence structure in self-administration).  

If the text was marked as “adapted” in column H, this meant that the text from the CAPI 
questionnaire and the online questionnaire differed in some respect. In this case, translators could 
compare the text directly in the translation template, or look up the changes in the “Track changes” 
document or in the adaptation overview for more information. 

The adjacent column I contained translation notes to guide the translation process. These notes 
contained additional information on how to interpret terms used in the question text or whether a 
translation should prefer a gender-neutral or gender-aligned version. New text features, such as 
clarifications, were often based on information taken from the CAPI interviewer training manual. In 
these cases, the translation notes referred the translators to the specific slides of the interviewer 
training manual in the English source and the respective language. 

Column J was reserved for the German or Polish translation to be inserted by the translators. All 
fields requiring input were marked in yellow. If the text of the English source online and CAPI 
questionnaire was marked as “identical”, the pre-existing (German or Polish) CAPI translation was 
pre-filled into column J. In all other cases, the original CAPI translation could be found in column K as 
a basis for translation. 

Translators were instructed to document their translation, such as changes to a pre-existing 
translation or explanations on revised or new translations, in column Q (“translation 
documentation”).  

If no revisions to a pre-existing translation were necessary, the translators marked this row as 
“remain as is”, indicating that the German/Polish CAPI and online questionnaire were identical for 
this text element (column M). If there were any changes, this field was marked as “adapted or 
translated”. If major revisions to a pre-existing translation were necessary, an entirely new 
translation was required, or the translator was uncertain about a translation, the necessity for a 
team approach was marked in column N. In these cases, the (first) translator inserted his/her 
translation into column O instead of column J.  

After the initial translation by the first translator, a second translator reviewed all translations and 
marked the review in column M as “reviewed, no change” or “reviewed and change suggested”. In 
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all cases which required a team approach, the second translator independently carried out a 
translation based on the same procedure as the first translator and inserted the second translation 
into column P. Once the second translator had processed the entire document, a reconciliation 
meeting between the two translators and a third person was used to discuss all suggested changes 
to existing translations, and to compare the two translations for which a team approach was 
required. The team decided on a final translation, inserted it into column J, and documented the 
rationale behind the final translation in column Q. 

As a final step, html tags were added to the translations where this was required. Html tags were 
required to highlight text (i.e., underline words, or mark them in bold or italics) or to insert a line 
break. Column D showed the English source questionnaire including all html tags. For reasons of 
readability, the translation had been based on Column E, which contained the English source text 
without html tags. If a text field required no html tags, the final translation from column J was 
automatically inserted into column S. If a text field required tags, this was indicated in column R 
(“html code required”), and translators were asked to insert the code respectively. 

To ensure consistent translations across the questionnaire, text elements that recurred throughout 
the questionnaire were cross-referenced and automatically pre-filled. This means that recurring text 
elements such as response scales only needed to be translated once, and were then automatically 
pre-filled throughout the rest of the translation document. Translators were instructed to check the 
applicability of these pre-fills throughout the questionnaire. 

Text fields that included clarifications on demand using the ToolTips html attribute were translated 
separately on the second translation tab, using the same column structure. The use of ToolTips 
required extensive html tags and the combination of several text elements (that is, the question text 
and the clarification text) within a single cell. To facilitate the translation, this tab first presented the 
entire text with a color scheme, using black font for the question text, orange for the html code, and 
italics and blue for the Tooltip text. Below this, the text was decomposed into the question text (with 
the word(s) requiring explanation in bold) and the underlying explanation (see Figure 10). In a first 
step, these two elements were translated separately into the respective yellow-marked boxes in 
Column J. Analogue to the regular Translation tab, the CAPI version and translations notes were 
provided for the question text and tooltip text separately and a team-based approach to translation 
was possible in columns N-P. In a final step, the translated elements were put together, including the 
tagging. 

 
Figure 10. Translation of ToolTips by Text Element 
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Following the translations into German and Polish and the reconciliation meetings within the 
countries, the translation documentations of both countries were compared, and a meeting was 
held with the German and Polish translation teams to discuss issues that had arisen in the course of 
translation and the comparability of translations. In a final step, the German and Polish translations 
were uploaded into the multi-language online questionnaire.  

For survey translation into more languages, we recommend using a computer-aided translation tool 
(CAT), such as MateCat or OmegaT. In these tools, pre-existing translations can be integrated as a 
translation memory, i.e., a database that stores corresponding bilingual segments (e.g. a sentence, a 
response option) of source and target text. The translation memory automatically proposes full 
matches per segment, such as identical pre-existing translations or ‘fuzzy matches’ (similar pre-
existing translations). When translating online questionnaires, CAT have the additional benefit of 
highlighting or even protecting html tags.  

Translation Documentation 
The following section summarizes the most important topics that arose in the course of the 
translation process, and discusses possible implications for translations into further languages where 
appropriate. 

Introductory pages, bridges, and clarifications 
The introductory pages and bridges were worded in the present tense in the English source and both 
the German and Polish translations (i.e., “The next questions are about …”). This may not be the case 
in other translations, as some languages require a strict use of the future tense. Whichever tense is 
chosen, the tense should be kept consistent across the questionnaire within one language. 

While the adaptation of the source questionnaire eliminated all instances in which the first person 
singular was used (i.e, “I will now ask you about […]”), in some cases, the adapted English source 
continues to use the first person plural (“we”). For instance, in Q48, clarifications are introduced by 
the phrase “By short repetitive tasks we mean […]”. In German and Polish, a close translation 
sounded like oral language, and the translations were thus changed to “This means […]”. Depending 
on how often this issue occurs in target languages, it may be more appropriate to adapt the source 
and entirely avoid the use of the first person so as not to confuse translation teams. 

Addressing the Respondent 
The ways in which a respondent must be directly addressed varies markedly between languages. In 
the following, we give a brief overview of the specific requirements of the German and Polish 
language and the learnings for further translations in self-administered questionnaires. 

English only has one way of directly addressing a person (the second person singular: “you” or as a 
possessive pronoun “your”). German potentially has two ways of directly addressing a person. The 
second person singular (“Du”, possessive “Dein/e”) is, however, only used among people familiar 
with each other or when addressing children. For surveys and in official communication, the form 
“Sie” with the possessive pronoun “Ihr/e” is used. This form is consistent with the third person plural 
in German, but capitalized. The slashes indicate the need to adjust the possessive pronoun to the 
gender of the noun that follows (and not the gender of the respondent). Thus, in both English and 
German, directly addressing a person is gender-neutral. 
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Like German, Polish distinguishes between an informal way of addressing another person (“ty”), and 
a more formal and common way (“Pan/i”). This form is gender-sensitive with “Pan” for male and 
“Pani” for female addressees. The Polish language uses the third person singular for verbs following 
Pan/i. Moreover, it is correct and common in Polish to omit the personal pronoun in the third person 
singular. For instance, the Polish translation of Q63 item A “He/She respects me as a person” does 
not require the words “He/She”. The only possible alternative would be to insert a full noun phrase 
“my [male/female] boss” at the beginning of each item (this alternative approach was examined 
during cognitive pretesting, see chapter 3). 

Unlike English or German, in Polish, adjectives pertaining to the sentence subject (i.e., the 
respondent) must be gender-sensitive. In interviewer-administered formats, the interviewer 
generally only reads out the (assumed) appropriate male or female version of adjectives. In a self-
administered format, both the male and female endings must be employed for adjectives. For 
instance, Q33 asks “Regarding the health and safety risks related to the performance of your job, 
how well informed would you say you are?”. The response option “Very well informed” requires that 
the word “informed” is presented in the male and female form (“Bardzo dobrze poinformowany(-
a)”). 

Thus, while in English and German it is not possible to gender items that are worded in the second 
person, in Polish, it is obligatory to either gender-align or name both versions (“Pan/i”). Considering 
that respondent gender is measured towards the end of the questionnaire, the preceding questions 
must name both genders. 

Pre-existing translations changed from first to second person singular. In the course of the 
translations, we found that some pre-existing (CAPI) translations used the first person singular for 
items although the source was in the second person (i.e., QM35, Q42). For instance, in QM35, the 
question “How often have you worked in any of the following locations?” included items such as 
“Your employer’s premises” in English, which were previously translated with “My employer’s 
premises” in German. The translations were made consistent with the source. 

Translation required a change from the second person into third person singular. In written 
language, German and Polish are less likely to use the second person singular when the third person 
is also appropriate. For instance, in Q29B “Noise so loud that you would have to raise your voice to 
talk to people” was translated into “Noise so loud that one would have to raise one’s voice to talk to 
people” in both languages. This also applied to other items in Q29. 

Question on Respondent Gender 
The question on respondents’ observed sex in the CAPI questionnaire was revised in the 2020 CATI 
survey with the goal of assessing gender identity (see chapter 0 on Gender Sensitivity). The CATI 
question served as the basis for the online adaptation and translation. The question text remained 
identical in the online adaptation, and the non-binary response option was replaced by the category 
“other”. The translation of the question posed several challenges.  

A translation into German that closely mirrors the structure of the English source would have made 
it difficult to understand the meaning of the question. The pre-existing German CATI translation 
resolved this problem by explicitly asking about gender identity “How would you describe yourself 
regarding your gender identity?” (“Wie würden Sie sich selbst hinsichtlich Ihrer Geschlechtsidentität 
beschreiben?“), and this version was finally used. Regarding the non-binary response option, 
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German legislation established the non-binary sex designation “divers” for intersexual people in 
official documents at the beginning of 2019. However, this category is not suitable in the context of 
gender identity. A close translation of the word “other” sounded unclear and awkward. Therefore, 
the German translation offered the category “other gender identity” (“andere 
Geschlechtsidentität”), directly referring to the question text. The binary response categories used 
the adjectives “male” (“männlich”) and “female” (“weiblich”) to match the question text.  

In Polish, the notion of asking about self-identification was perceived as extremely intrusive and 
inapproriate. The pre-existing CATI translation, which was eventually chosen for CAWI, entirely 
avoided a corresponding wording regarding self-description or any reference to gender identity. It 
also changed the sentence structure away from a question to a simple statement “Please indicate 
your gender.” (“Proszę zaznaczyć płeć.”). In this translation, the word “płeć” can mean gender or sex. 
The non-binary category “other” was translated literally (“inna”), and the binary response options 
were “man” (“mężczyzna”) and “woman” (“kobieta”). 

Gender-Aligned Language 
Following the question on respondent gender, Q2c asked about the respondents’ work status. With 
the respondents’ gender known, it was possible to gender-align this question, with words such as 
“employee” or “self-employed” being adjusted to the male, female or non-binary form in German 
and Polish. In Poland, the response option “At work and on child-care leave or other leave” was 
adjusted to include only father- or mother-specific parental leave, as these differ markedly between 
the sexes. The same logic applied to Q3d on the work status in the proxy reporting. Gender-aligned 
language also applied to Q3c on the proxy’s relation to the respondent. 

Gender-Inclusive Language 
One goal of the adaptation and translation process was to systematically implement gender-
inclusive language. In cases which previously only employed the male form, the female form was 
added. For instance, in item Q91B “I enjoy being my own boss”, the phrase “my own boss” was 
translated using the words for “male boss” and “female boss” in both German (“mein/e eigene/r 
Chef/in”) and Polish (“szefem/ szefową samego(-j)”). Words that were gendered included “boss” or 
“manager”, “director”, “partner”, “(sub-)contractor”, “employee”, and “colleague”. 

An exception to this was the word for “boss” in the context of Q62, which was not gendered in 
Polish. The question asked “What is the gender of your immediate boss?”. In Polish, it was 
considered tautological to add the female form, as the (pre-existing) translation of the question text 
was “Is your immediate boss male or female?”. 

Structure of gendered language. When the male and female form of nouns were both named, the 
male form was consistently employed first. When the female form used the identical word stem, 
only the female ending was added after a slash. When this was not the case, both forms were 
written out with a slash between them. In German, there are no spaces between the slashes; in 
Polish, there is a space behind the slash only. 

Terms that were not gendered. Terms that could refer to a person or an organisation were not 
gendered. This included: 

• Employer (German: “Arbeitgeber”, Polish: “pracodawca“) (i.e., QM35A1, Q65A) 
• Client / Customer (German: „Kunde“, Polish „klientka“) (i.e., Q102) 
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• Supplier (German: „Zulieferer“, Polish: „dostawców“) (i.e., QN19) 

Generic plural forms. Especially in the plural, the form often didn’t differ between the sexes or the 
male plural was perceived as generic (i.e., customers: German “Kunden”, Polish “klientów”). This 
was often, but not always, the case across both German and Polish. For instance, in QN20, the word 
“supervisors” was translated using a generic plural in both languages (German: “Vorgesetzte”, 
Polish: “kierownictwo”). In contrast, in Q65C, the word “supervisors” is put into a generic plural in 
German (“Vorgesetzte”), whereas Polish used a term that could be put into both the male and 
female form (“przełożonych/ przełożone”). 

Neutral forms and verb phrases. In particular Polish often used neutral wordings as a means of 
reaching gender-inclusiveness (similar to the English language employing terms such as “firefighter” 
rather than “fireman” or “chairperson” instead of “chairman”). For instance, in Q65A, “new staff” 
was translated using a neutral wording: “newly employed people” (“osoby (nowo)zatrudnione”) in 
Polish, whereas German applied the male and female form (“neue Mitarbeiter/-innen”). Similarly, in 
Q65C, the Polish translation of “colleagues” was translated into “person one works with” (“osoby 
współpracujące”), while German employed the male and female forms (“Kollegen und Kolleginnen”).  

In item Q60B “Who will be the head of the team”, the Polish translation uses a verb phrase “Who 
will head the team” to introduce gender-neutrality (“Kto będzie kierował pracą zespołu”). The 
alternative was retaining a noun phrase and adding the (less natural sounding) female form: "Kto 
będzie kierownikiem/ kierowniczką zespołu". This was discussed with a second expert, and the verb 
phrase was kept. In contrast, the German translation is best back-translated to “Who will be 
teamleader”, with the word “teamleader” written in the masculine and feminine form 
(“Teamleiter/in”). 

A similar approach was used in Q61B for the non-substantive response “I have no manager”. The 
Polish translation adapted the sentence structure to a verbal form “There is no person supervising 
my work” (“Nie ma nikogo, kto nadzoruje moją pracę”). In contrast, the German translation 
employed two different words for manager („Vorgesetzter“ and „Chef“) and put both into the male 
and female form („Ich habe keine/n Vorgesetzte/n bzw. Chef/in“). 

No female form available. In several cases, female forms were not available for specific words, and 
the male form had to be used as a generic term. In QM35C, the words for “bus drivers, taxi drivers, 
truck drivers” could be gendered in German, but Polish did not have a female form for these words. 
In QM35E, Polish employed a male and female form for the word “teacher” (“nauczyciel/ 
nauczycielka”), but could not do so for “sales representative” (“przedstawiciel handlowy”). 

Long items. The translation of some items posed a challenge because they became rather long. For 
instance Q30F “[…] customers, passengers, pupils, patients, etc.” had to be adapted to keep the 
translations both gender-inclusive and readable. In German, the words “customers“ (“Kundschaft”) 
and “passengers“ (“Fahrgäste”) were translated using neutral words to avoid having two forms (“[…] 
Kundschaft, Fahrgäste, Schüler/Schülerinnen, Studenten/Studentinnen, Patienten/Patientinnen 
usw.”). In Polish, it was not possible to avoid embedding two words for each point of the 
enumeration (“[…] z klientami/ klientkami, pasażerami/ pasażerkami, uczniami/ uczennicami, 
pacjentami/ pacjentkami itd.“). 
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Abstract Nouns 
A recurring issue during translation was the use of abstract or missing nouns in the English source, 
which required specifications in the translations. For instance, in Q30 “How often does your job 
involve the following?”, the abstract noun “the following” was translated into “the following 
activities” in Polish.  

Foreseeing this issue, the translation notes contained suggestions for nouns that could be inserted. 
The translations frequently applied concrete nouns based on the clarifications in the translation 
notes; however, German and Polish translators often chose different nouns from the suggestions 
provided in the translation notes. For instance, in Q50 “On the whole, is your pace of work 
dependent on any of the following?” both the German and Polish translation required concrete 
nouns. The German translation inserted “things” (“Dinge”), while the Polish translation chose 
“aspects” (“aspektów”). In Q81 “Have you been subjected to any of the following?”, the German 
translation added the concrete noun “situations”, while the Polish translation added “situations and 
behaviors”. 

In one question, the English source contained no noun at all. This was Q22 which asked about the 
gender of workers with the same job title. The English source asked “Are these …”, offering 
responses such as “mostly men” or “mostly women”. In both German and Polish, the sentence 
fragment was changed to “Are these people …” (German: “Personen”; Polish: “osoby”). 

In some cases, the open other category had to be supplemented by a concrete noun in the course of 
translation. For instance, Q11 asks employed respondents about their type of employment contract, 
with an open other category “other, namely:” as the final response option. In German, the 
translation “other agreement, namely:” was chosen for purposes of readability. 

We recommend inserting a preferred concrete noun into the English source questionnaire to ensure 
consistent translation.  

Changes in Sentence Structure and Grammar 
Splitting full clauses into two sentences. Especially in German, some questions were split into two 
sentences in the interest of readability, in particular for long question texts. For instance, in Q28, the 
instruction in the English source consisted of two full sentences that were combined using an “and” 
(“Please consider only regular jobs and exclude meal times and time spent travelling to and from 
work.”). The German translation split this into two sentences.  

Replacing adjuncts and complements. The English source regularly included adjuncts as 
specifications. In some cases, these adjuncts had to replaced by relative sentences. For instance, in 
QM3F, both translations replaced “Aside from your main job […]” by a relative sentence (“These 
other jobs or businesses, which you carry out, […]”). In other cases, even short specifications had to 
be placed into a new sentence. For instance, in Q12 “What is the exact duration of the contract in 
months?” had to be split into two sentences in German, of which the first contained the question, 
and the second instructed the respondent to answer in months (“How long is the exact duration of 
your contract? Please answer in months.”). In QN92, the clause “Thinking about you main job, […]” 
was split into a separate sentence (“Now please think about you main job.”) which preceded the 
question text. In Q25, the clause “taking into account the need to earn a living” was put into a 
separate sentence that was inserted as an instruction using a line break.  
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ToolTips 
When clarifications on demand were translated, choices had to be made which word(s) should link 
to the clarifications. This led to two differences in the ToolTip structure in German. For one, in 
QM35B “Locations you're sent to by your employer or requested to go to by clients”, the ToolTip is 
tied to the words “Locations you’re sent to” in the English source. German grammar requires the 
verb “sent” to be placed at the end of the sentence in a passive sentence (“are sent to”). Therefore, 
in the German translation, the entire item text links to the clarification. 

In Q16a “Including yourself, how many people in total work at your workplace, that is at the local 
site where you work?” the term “local site” links to a clarification. This clarification was based on 
interviewer notes and the interviewer training manual. In the German training manual, the term 
“workplace” (“Arbeitsstätte”) is explained rather than the term “local site”. Therefore, in the 
German CAWI translation, the term “workplace” linked to the clarifications. 

Central Concepts and Terms 
The EWCS contains numerous work-specific terms and phrases that require special attention in the 
course of translation. In the following, we give an overview of these terms and their translation into 
German and Polish. The descriptions show that translation necessarily changes text, at least on the 
formal or structural level. Sometimes this happens inadvertently, but often it occurs for substantive 
reasons to adequately cover the intended meaning of an item. 

Main Job, Paid Job, and Main Paid Job 

The term “job” posed no difficulties during the translation process (however, the translation was 
discussed in the aftermath of cognitive pretesting, see Chapter 3 on question QN1). However, the 
translation of composite nouns such as “main job”, “paid job” and “main paid job” were discussed. 

Translation of Main Job. In German, “main job” was literally translated into "Hauptberuf", a 
compound noun consisting of “main” and “job”, in accordance with large parts of the pre-existing 
translation. Cases, in which the pre-existing translation used other terms (i.e., "Hauptätigkeit" [main 
activity]) were changed for the sake of consistency whenever possible (i.e., QM35). An exception to 
this was QN20, which contained a temporal specification: “Since you started your main job […]”. 
Using the term “Hauptberuf” in combination with a temporal specification would have sounded as 
though the question referred to the time one has been working in a certain profession, rather than a 
specific job. The German translation is a noun composition and therefore one word. When the word 
“main” was visually highlighted in the English source, the entire word ("Hauptberuf") was visually 
highlighted in German. In Polish, the translation of "main job" consists of the three words “główne 
miejsce pracy”, because the translation of “job” is a two-word noun composition in the sense of 
"place of work". Therefore, in the Polish translation, only the word "main" is visually highlighted 
when required. 

Translation of Paid Job. The English EWCS inconsistently employs the terms “paid job” or “job”. 
Moreover, the term “paid” was not always translated in the pre-existing translations. Sometimes, it 
was simply omitted, for instance in the German translations of Q30 “How often does your main paid 
job involve the following?” and Q53 “Generally, does your paid job require any of the following?”, as 
well as in both translations of Q11 “What kind of employment contract do you have in your main 
paid job?”. Moreover, the German translation of Q11 added a specification to job: “the job you work 
in”. In questions Q24C and Q24CC on the type of employment contract, the German translation 
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added word “current” before “job” and “contract” respectively as a kind of filler word when the 
question was asked to respondents with only one job. 

Workplace 

The closest translations of the word “workplace” are “Arbeitsplatz” in German and “miejscu pracy” 
in Polish, both of which are literal translations of “work” and “place” and can be used as compound 
nouns. The term “workplace” is used four times across the questionnaire. Because these questions 
differ in regard to how strongly they refer to the physical place of work, translations of the term 
“workplace” were adapted to best suit the context of the question. 

In Q16a about the number of workers at the “workplace”, the main clause pertains to the 
“workplace”, but the relative sentence specifies that respondents should only refer to the local site 
they work at. The German translation therefore opted to employ the term “Arbeitsstätte”, which 
more strongly implies the physical building, instead of “Arbeitsplatz”, which is a broader term and 
could also refer to the company. Polish used the literal translation stated above (“miejscu pracy”). 

In Q19, respondents are asked about changes in the number of employees at their workplace. In this 
question, respondents are asked to include people at sites other than their local sites. Subsequently, 
the German translation this time used “Arbeitsplatz” as a broader translation, automatically 
distinguishing it from the previous question. The Polish translation used the same translation 
“miejscu pracy” as in Q16a (parallel to the English source), but to assist respondents in including 
workers at other sites added the words “company or organization” in brackets behind “workplace” 
in addition to the instructions. 

In Q30F, respondents are asked about their interaction with “people who are not employees at you 
workplace, such as customers […]”. Both translations used words for “company” or “organization” 
(German: “Unternehmen”, Polish: “firmy”) rather than the literal translations of “workplace”. Finally, 
in Q61L, respondents indicate whether they are treated fairly at their workplace. In German, the 
literal translation of “Arbeitsplatz” is used, whereas in Polish, only the word for “work” or rather 
“job” (“pracy”) is employed. 

Thus, while we encourage checking for consistent translation of terms central to EWCS, this is not 
always possible or even the ideal solution in each language. Item goal and context eventually 
determine which meaning dimension needs to be activated in a given translation. 

Employee 

The concept of employment and self-employment are introduced in Q7, using clarifications on 
demand for both terms. Regarding the clarification of “employed” offered in the ToolTip, the 
German translation omitted the final sentence “If you are hired on an ‘agreement outside of an 
employment relationship’ ([include local country example]) or on a ‘civil law contract’ ([include local 
country example]), please select ‘employee’.”, as we are not aware of such working agreements. 

In Polish, the pre-existing term used for “employee” was kept, but the translators suggested 
cognitively testing whether this term is perceived negatively by respondents (see chapter 3). 

Manager, Boss, Supervisor 

The EWCS employs several words to refer to superiors, such as “manager”, “boss”, or “supervisor”, 
with some questions employing several words. A consistent translation is challenging. Moreover, 
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using several words in one sentence can present an additional challenge in languages which require 
gender-sensitive language. 

The first mentions of a superior are in Q50E, which asks in how far one’s work is controlled by one’s 
“boss” and in Q61, which refers to support from one’s “manager”. The introduction to Q62 
introduces the topic of the immediate boss by using all three words: “The next questions are about 
your immediate boss, who you may also refer to as your immediate manager or supervisor”. The 
following questions Q62 and Q63 refer to the respondents’ “boss”, as does Q91E, in which self-
employed respondents indicate in how far they enjoy being their own boss. 

In German, the most common translation for a superior was “Vorgesetze/r”. This term has the added 
benefit that the plural form is identical across genders. This translation was used to translate both 
“manager” and “supervisor”. Another possible translation is “Chef/in”, which best coincides with the 
English term “boss” and is more colloquial. In most cases, German translations employed the word 
“Vorgesetze/r” only (Q50e, Q62, Q63), or used both “Vorgesetze/r” and “Chef/in”, both when the 
English source employed all three terms (introduction to Q62) and when the source only used 
“manager” (Q61b). An exception is Q91E which asks self-employed respondents in how far they 
agree that they enjoy being their own boss. In this case, the German translation only used the term 
“Chef/in” for idiomatic reasons. 

In the introduction to Q62, the Polish translation used four terms to coincide with the English 
source. “Boss” was translated to “szefa/ szefowej” and “manager” was translated to “kierownika/ 
kierowniczki”, with both translations naming both the male and female forms. The word 
“supervisor” was translated gender-neutrally into “person who supervises” (“osoby nadzorującej”). 
Similarly, the nonresponse option “I have no manager” was translated using a verbal structure in 
Polish “There is no one who supervises my work” (“Nie ma nikogo, kto nadzoruje moją pracę”), using 
the same word stem “nadzorca”. In other questions, the Polish term “przełożony(-a)” was used to 
translated “manager” (Q61B) or “boss” (Q62 and Q63). Consistent with the German translation, the 
term “szefem/ szefową” was employed in Q91E for the self-employed. 

Thus, the German and Polish questionnaires employed different translations of the terms for 
manager, boss, and supervisor. Neither translation consistently employed translations for the three 
terms, with German reducing the number of terms to only two (“Vorgesetze/r” and “Chef/in”), 
whereas Polish employed four terms (“szefa/ szefowej”, “kierownika/ kierowniczki”, “nadzorca”, and 
“przełożony(-a)”. Moreover, the translations differed regarding their strategy for gender-sensitive 
language.  

Colleagues, Peers, and Working Partners 

Several questions refer to people one works with. Usually, the term “colleague” is employed in the 
source questionnaire, for instance in Q50A “The work done by colleagues”, Q55 “Does your job 
involve alternating tasks between yourself and colleagues”, or Q61A1 “My colleagues help and 
support me”. In one instance, the term “work colleague” is employed (Q61E1: “I have a say in the 
choice of my work colleagues”). Self-employed respondents receive slightly reworded items in two 
instances in Q61, with Q61A2 referring to “colleagues or peers” and Q61E2 referring to “working 
partners”. 

The literal translations of colleagues are “Kollegen/Kolleginnen” in German and 
“współpracownikami/ współpracownicami” in Polish, both of which require gender-sensitive 
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endings. In most cases, these straightforward translations were used in the translation. The only 
exception to this is the Polish translation of Q50A, which opted for a gender-neutral wording 
“people I work with” (“osoby, z którymi pracuję”).  

In German, the translation of “colleagues or peers” in Q61A2 required compound nouns in German 
that best backtranslate to “job and work colleagues” and resulted in the use of two hyphens 
(“Arbeits- oder Berufskollegen und -kolleginnen”) to account for the compound nouns as well as the 
male and female forms. The Polish translation paralleled the structure of the English source by using 
two (non-compound) translations for “colleagues” (“współpracownicy/ współpracowniczki”) and 
“pears” (“koledzy/ koleżanki”).  

There was no direct German translation of “working partners” in Q61E2, which resulted in a 
paraphrasing and gender-neutral translation into “people I work with” (“Personen, mit denen ich 
zusammenarbeite”), whereas Polish translated this term into “partners” and applied both gender-
endings (“partnerów/ partnerek”). 

Occupation and Sector 

Question Q5 asks about the respondents’ job title and Q6 asks respondents to describe their job 
activities. In both pre-existing translations, the question does not directly refer to the “job title” as in 
the English source (“What is the title of your job?”). Instead, both translations asked “Which 
job/occupation do you carry out?” (German: “Beruf”; Polish: “zawód”). Integrating the words for 
“job title” would sound very technical in the translations. Instead, the words for job title were 
integrated into the clarifications, which also explain the level of detail required for the open-ended 
format. The clarifications included country-specific examples of occupations and how to declare 
them. In German, these jobs include “forwarding merchant” or “machine fitter”, in Polish, they 
include “communication clerk” and “teacher”, as the German terms were not well known. The 
clarifications regarding the job description (Q6) included examples of work activities. There was no 
need for country-specific examples. 

Question Q13 asks which sector of business or industry the respondent’s company or organisation is 
mainly active in in an open-ended format. The instructions name examples of sectors and the level 
of detail required. No country-specific adaptations were necessary in German or Polish, though this 
may be the case for other countries. Question Q14 asks about the “sector of the economy” and 
distinguishes between the public and private sector. In German, this was translated with 
“Wirtschaftsbereich” (economic area). Another possible translation such as “Wirtschaftssektor” 
(economic sector) would have indicated other response options, such as primary and secondary 
sector. In Polish, the translation simply reads “sector”, and the context becomes clear via the 
response options. 

Further terms 

In the following, further terms that are not central concepts to the EWCS, but pose challenges in a 
cross-cultural survey are briefly discussed. 

The word “ethnic” in QM7FNB (“Ethnic background /ethnic origin”) presented a challenge to 
translation in German. The pre-existing translation “Ethnische Zugehörigkeit” was kept. However, 
the word “ethnic” is a high register word and may not be known to all respondents. An alternative 
translation could be using an (additional) term such as “cultural” (“cultural ethnic group”: “kulturelle 
Volksgruppe”). 
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In Q78, one of the listed health problems is “anxiety”. The pre-existing German translation read 
"depression and feelings of anxiety" which is a harsher symptom than the vague English "anxiety". 
For reasons of wave-consistency, the pre-existing translation was maintained. 

In Q2new on respondents’ work status, country-specific work statuses were considered. For 
instance, the response option “Retired” in Germany explicitly includes “early retirement”. In Poland, 
the options and terms used for parental leave differ markedly for the different sexes, and were 
gender-specific. In Germany, the response option “In full time education, i.e., as a pupil at school or 
student at university” also includes apprentices as Germany has a dual education system. 

Further Changes in the Course of Translation 
Further noteworthy observations are listed in Table 14: 

 

Table 14. Further changes between source and translation. 

Q-# Question Title Remark on translation 

QN1 Number of jobs German: the pre-existing translation of the response options was 
reworded to be aligned with the grammatical structure of the 
question text 

(“One job- or business-related activity”  “One job or business”) 

Q23 Number of subordinates In German, the pre-existing translation diverged from the source 
by saying “For how many people are you the superior/line 
manager” rather than “your supervision”. The meaning is covered, 
a close translation is not needed or even unsuitable. The Polish 
translation is literal (“under your supervision”) 

Q24D1, 
Q25 

Expected working hours 
in weeks 

Preferred number of 
hours per week 

The word “hours” in the English source was changed to “working 
hours” in German (this was not the case in the pre-existing 
translation), as this is more natural. 

Q26 Number of days per 
week 

In Polish, the word for "normally" ("zazwyczaj") from the pre-
existing translation was replaced with "zwykle" for the sake of 
consistency. Both terms have the same meaning. 

Q30G Angry clients “Handling angry clients, customers, patients, pupils, etc.” 

In both translations, the words for clients and customers was 
identical; therefore, the enumeration only included three 
examples. 

Q36 Minutes per day 
commuting 

The ToolTip clarification underlines the word both: “Please enter 
the combined total of both the outgoing and return journeys to 
and from work.”. 

Neither the German nor Polish translation used the word “both”. 
Therefore, the word “and” was visually highlighted. 

Q50B Pace of work “Direct demands from people such as customers, passengers, 
pupils, patients, etc. “ 
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In Polish, the pre-existing translation of person was “ludzi" and 
was replaced with "osób" for more consistency. 

Q50C Pace of work: 
“Numerical production 
targets or performance 
targets” 

In German, the pre-existing translation had replaced the term 
“numeric” by “predefined”: "pre-defined production targets or 
performance targets". The new translation changed this to mirror 
the English source (“Von zahlenmäßigen Produktions- oder 
Leistungszielen”). 

In Polish, the pre-existing translation added the word “pre-
defined” to “performance targets”: "Numerical production targets 
or pre-defined performance targets" (“Ilościowe plany produkcji 
lub wyznaczony poziom wykonania zadań”). 

Q53 Cognitive demands Response options, i.e., “Meeting precise quality standards” are 
worded in a verbal structure in the source. Both translation used a 
nominal style: “The meeting of precise quality standards”. 

(German: “Die Erfüllung präziser Qualitätsstandards“;  
Polish: „Spełnianie dokładnych standardów jakości“) 

Q53D, 
Q53E 

Monotonous task, 
Complex tasks 

D: „Carrying out monotonous tasks” 

E: “Carrying out complex tasks” 

In German, the verb for “carrying out” differs across items, as does 
the noun for “task” (“Das Verrichten eintöniger Arbeiten” and “Die 
Durchführung komplexer Aufgaben”). This shows that 
collocations, i.e. typical word combinations such as between verbs 
and nouns, are language-specific. 

In Polish, the same verb and noun can be used (“Wykonywanie 
monotonnych czynności” and “Wykonywanie złożonych 
czynności”) 

Q78, intro „…not necessarily 
related to your work” 

“The following questions are about your health, not necessarily 
related to your work.” 

The CAWI German translation diverged from the pre-existing CAPI 
translation by leaving out the second half of the sentence and 
instead asked about the respondents’ health “in general” (“The 
following questions are about your health in general.”) 

Q95C, 
Q96C 

“Caring for and/or 
educating your children 
or grandchildren 
(including those who do 
not live in your 
household)” 

In German, the pre-existing noun structure (“The caring for and/or 
education of children and grandchildren”) was changed into a 
verbal structure, as the use of a noun structure leads to very long 
composita (“Kinder-/Enkelbetreuung und -erziehung”) with 
multiple hyphens. 

Q95G, 
Q96G 

“Sporting, cultural or 
leisure activity outside 
your home” 

In German, the noun structure from the pre-existing translation 
was changed into a verbal structure for reasons of consistency. 
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3. Cognitive Pretesting 
The adapted EWCS questionnaire was cognitively pretested using both web probing and cognitive 
interviews. The main goal of cognitive testing was assessing the comparability of the adapted online 
questionnaire to the original face-to-face questionnaire. Further objectives were testing whether the 
online questionnaire is suitable for cross-cultural research and applies gender-sensitive language. 

Cognitive interviewing is the administration of survey questions “while collecting additional verbal 
information about survey responses, which is used to evaluate the quality of the response or to help 
determine whether the question is generating the information that its author intends” (Beatty & 
Willis, 2007, p. 287). In cognitive interviews, respondents are motivated to verbalize their thought 
processes spontaneously, and probes are often kept open and non-directive. This helps to uncover 
silent misunderstandings that might remain undetected otherwise. In the context of the EWCS 24 
pretest, cognitive interviews were also employed to observe and discuss the usability of features of 
the online questionnaire, for instance whether and how respondents make use of clarifications. 
Moreover, different question designs or response scales could be discussed in direct comparison, 
enabling a within-subject perspective. Finally, cognitive interviews were ideal to examine the validity 
of responses on complex concepts such as occupation when trying to collect these data in a self-
administered format. 

Web probing is powerful to examine cross-cultural surveys, as larger, more diverse samples can be 
reached. While cross-cultural cognitive interviewing requires extensive organisation and close 
cooperation between interviewers from different countries to ensure a standardized approach, in 
web probing, interviewer effects can be ruled out. However, in web probing, open-ended probes are 
best used to answer specific questions on the question-answer process that can be answered 
without too lengthy responses, as the conversational setting of cognitive interviews and the 
possibility to ask follow-up questions used to gain deeper insights are lacking. For the EWCS 24 
pretest, web probing mainly examined the understanding of terms used in the question text, and the 
reasons for choosing a certain response option. When several ways of implementing a question 
online were considered during adaptation, respondents were randomly assigned to one question 
version in web probing, enabling a between-subject analysis. Differences in survey response were 
analyzed quantitatively, and qualitative analysis was used to examine whether the response process 
differed depending on the question version. 

Background: Pretest Design, Sample and Methods 
Question and item selection was guided by issues that arose in the course of the adaptation and 
translation. Depending on the research interest, a question was tested using web probing, cognitive 
interviewing or both. The results are structured along the topics in the adaptation and translation. 
However, each selected question/item was subjected to in-depth pretesting along the cognitive 
process of survey response, with a special focus on issues related to cross-cultural comparability. 
These additional research questions are presented in the respective chapters of the results. This 
report displays the English source questionnaire. The German and Polish translations are available in 
the Interim Report. Table 15 gives an overview of the examined question features, the questions 
submitted to cognitive testing, and the pretesting method applied. 
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Table 15. Overview of examined features and questions in the EWCS cognitive pretest 

Features Question(s) 
examined 

Cognitive Pretesting 
Method 

Main Feature Type of Feature  Cognitive 
Interviewing 

Web 
Probing 

Clarifications in Self-
Administered 
Surveys 

Clarifications presented to all 
respondents 

QN1 x x 

Q16a x x 

Clarifications presented on 
demand via ToolTips 

Q7 x x 

Q14 x x 

ToolTip 
evaluation 

 x 

Response Options Adding substantive response 
options 

Q92 
x x 

Open-ended numeric 
questions 

Q36 
 x 

Adjustable response units Q24 x x 

Q25 x  

Item Batteries Choosing the optimal 
question format of item 
batteries 

QM35  x 

Q78  x 

Switching scales Q30  x 

Q49 x x 

Gender Sensitivity Asking about gender Q2new x x 

Q62 x x 

Gender-sensitive wording Q63 x  

Capturing Work 
Status and 
Occupation 

Work status Q2c x  

ISCO Q5, Q6 x x 

NACE Q13 x x 
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Web Probing 
Table 16. Field work details web probing 

Field Work Parameter Details 

Countries United Kingdom (England, Wales, Scotland, Northern Ireland, Channel Islands) 

Germany 

Poland 

Field Time UK: October 28th - November 3rd, 2021 

DE: October 28th - November 4th, 2021 

PL: October 29th - November 4th, 2021 

Procedure Online questionnaire with additional open-ended and closed probing 
questions (Web Probing) 

Survey Mode CAWI 

Incentives According to the policies of the panel provider 

Number of respondents 792 (UK: 264; Germany: 264; Poland: 264) 

Target population Respondents ages 18 to 65 who work full- or part-time 

Selection of target 
population 

Non-probability online panel 

Quotas Within each country, the following quotas had to be met (based on a target 
population of n = 240 per country): 

• Type of employment: approx. 1/3 employees (not atypical),  
1/3 self-employed (not atypical), 1/3 atypical 

• Gender: at least 40% female 
• Age: approx. 50% 18-44 years, 50% 45 – 65 years 

Atypical or precarious working conditions were employees or self-employed 
respondents to whom at least one of the following situations applies: 

• hourly wage below the legal minimum wage 
• net income below poverty line 
• working on call with wages paid directly, e.g., as a day labourer 
• working less than 20 hours per week 
• [employees only] no written employment contract 
• [employees only] temporary employment contract with a total 

duration of less than 6 months 
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Table 17. Sample composition web probing3 

 UK 
(n = 264) 

Germany  
(n = 264) 

Poland  
(n = 264) 

Working Status    

Employed (not atypical) 34% (91) 35% (92) 36% (96) 

Self-employed (not atypical) 27% (71) 30% (80) 29% (77) 

Atypical 39% (102) 35% (92) 34% (91) 

Gender    

Male 60% (158) 60% (159) 54% (142) 

Female 40% (105) 40% (105) 46% (122) 

Other 0% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 

Age    

18-44 years 45% (120) 44% (117) 46% (121) 

45-65 years 55% (144) 56% (147) 54% (143) 

Device used to respond to survey    

Smartphone 42% (112) 33% (87) 42% (110) 

PC/Laptop or Tablet 57% (151) 63% (166) 58% (153) 

Unknown 0% (1) 4% (11) 0% (1) 

 

The quota for the working status (employed, self-employed, atypical) was determined using three 
questions (Q7 and Q8a from the EWCS questionnaire, and Q_atypical). Respondents to whom one or 
more of the criteria in Q_atypical applied were assigned to the working status “atypical”; all other 
respondents were assigned to the status “employed” or “self-employed” depending on their 
answers to Q7 and Q8a. Table 18 gives and overview of the responses to the quota-relevant 
questions. 

  

 
3 Please note: all percentages are rounded and include no decimals. 
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Table 18. Questions on working status (web probing) 

 UK 
(n = 264) 

Germany  
(n = 264) 

Poland  
(n = 264) 

Q7: Are you working as an employee or are 
you self-employed (in your main job)? 

   

Employed 64% (169) 59% (157) 63% (165) 

Self-employed 36% (95) 41% (107) 37% (98) 

Don’t Know 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (1) 

Q8a: Are you paid a salary or wage by an 
employer? 

   

Yes - - 0% (1) 

No - - 0% (0) 

Don’t know - - 0% (0) 

Q_atypical: (Considering your main job) 
Does any of the following apply to you? 

   

My net income is less than [country-
specific weekly or monthly poverty line] 

18% (48) 22% (58) 13% (33) 

My hourly wage is below [country-specific 
minimum wage] 

6% (16) 5% (14) 5% (12) 

I work less than 20 hours per week 15% (40) 15% (39) 4% (11) 

I work on call and get my wages paid 
directly, e.g., as a day labourer 

6% (16) 6% (15) 8% (20) 

[employees only] I have a temporary 
employment contract with a total 
duration of less than 6 months 

10% (17) 5% (8) 15% (25) 

[employees only] I do not have an 
employment contract 

4% (6) 6% (9) 5% (8) 

None of the above 61% (162) 65% (172) 66% (173) 
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Cognitive Interviews 
Table 19. Field work details cognitive interviews 

Field Work Parameters Germany  Poland  

Number of cognitive interviews 16 16 

Target population Working population aged 18 to 65 years 

Quotas The test persons were selected to meet the 
following quotas within each country: 

Working status: respondents who were employed 
or self-employed in their (main) job or working in 
atypical or precarious working situations.  
Respondents in atypical or precarious working 
situations could be either employed or self-
employed in their (main) job. Atypical or precarious 
working situations were defined as working a low 
number of hours, working for an hourly wage 
under the legal minimum wage, having an income 
below the poverty line, working as a day labourer, 
or (in the case of employed respondents) having a 
contract with a total duration of under six months 
or no formal working contract.  

Number of jobs or businesses: respondents with 
one job or business, and those with more than one 
job or business were recruited 

Gender: men and women were included in the 
sample; there were no minimum requirements for 
non-binary participants 

Age: respondents ages 18-44 and 45-65 

Education: with / without university entrance exam 

Field time October 27th to 
November 11th, 2021 

November 4th to 
November 17th, 2021 

Number of interviewers 3 2 

Place / mode of interview   

  Video conference 13 3 

  Telephone 2 - 

  Face-to-face 1 13 

Survey mode CAWI CAWI 

Incentive for respondents 30 Euros 100 PLN  
(ca. 21.65 Euros) 
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Procedure Due to the dynamics of the pandemic, the cognitive 
interviews were conducted remotely via video 
conference or telephone or in person, depending 
on the local situation. 

In all cases, the test persons were sent or 
presented the link to the online questionnaire at 
the beginning of the interview to ensure that they 
did not read the questions in advance. 

The test persons read a survey page, answered it 
and communicated their respective answers to the 
interviewer. Cognitive follow-up questions were 
asked directly following the survey page containing 
the questions to be tested (concurrent probing). 

 

Table 20. Quota requirements and sample composition cognitive interviews 

Quota characteristic Quota 
requirement  
(per country) 

Germany  
(N = 16) 

Poland  
(N = 16) 

Working status    

  Employed (in main job) 6 6 6 

  Self-employed (in main job) 6 6 6 

  Atypical or precarious  
  working situation 

4 4 4 

Number of jobs or businesses    

  One job or business at most 11 8 8 

  More than one job or business at least 5 8 8 

Gender    

  Men at least 4 7 9 

  Women at least 4 9 7 

  Other no requirement - - 

Age    

  18-44 years at least 4 6 6 

  45-65 years at least 4 10 10 

Education    

  Low (no university entrance exam) at least 4 5 4 

  High (university entrance exam) at least 4 11 12 
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Clarifications in Self-Administered Surveys 
The overarching goal was to examine whether and how respondents use clarifications which would 
be provided by interviewer in an interviewer-administered mode. Because this topic is central to the 
adaptation to an online questionnaire, four questions were examined using both web probing and 
cognitive interviewing. In QN1, the focus lay on clarifications presented to all respondents in the 
form of instructions directly below the question text. Q16a employed both clarifications presented 
to all respondents and clarifications on demand via ToolTips. In Q7 and Q14, we directly compared 
question versions that either used clarifications on demand or presented them alongside the 
question text (Q7) or response options (Q14). Finally, respondents were asked to evaluate the 
ToolTips. 

QN1 Number of jobs  
The purpose of cognitive pretesting was to examine whether respondents read and understand the 
instructions. Moreover, both modes were used to examine whether respondents answered 
correctly, including all additional side jobs.  

 
 

Summary of Findings: 

• In web probing, respondents who were self-employed were significantly more likely to 
indicate that they have more than one job or business in response to QN1. 

• In web probing, many respondents who claimed to have only one job or business as per QN1 
indicated that they carried out at least one side job for pay in the last month. This indicates 
that respondents are likely not to include all side jobs when answering QN1. This problem 
also occurred in the cognitive interviews, though to a smaller extent.  

• Regarding the wording of the question text, the translation of the word “job” into German 
and Polish caused difficulties for some respondents in the cognitive interviews. Moreover, 
the wording of the response options caused uncertainty among some respondents in Poland 
who were employed and self-employed. 

• Respondents in Germany assumed that multiple jobs or businesses mainly implied having 
one main job and one or more side jobs. In contrast, several respondents in Poland felt that 
the wording “additional job” in the instructions excluded people with two or more equally 
important jobs. 

• Regarding the instruction, the term “platform economy” and the notion of “developing a 
new business activity” were unclear to some respondents in both countries. 
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QN1 Recommendations: 

• The question text should clearly address employed and self-employed respondents: 
“Regardless of whether you are employed, self-employed or both:  
Do you have one, or more than one job?” 
Moreover, the translation of the word “job” should cover both employed and self-employed, 
and be unambiguous, so as not to refer to the vocational training, but the employed/self-
employed work, for instance to ensure that respondents working in two different contracts 
within the same profession identify as having multiple jobs. A respective translation note 
should be added to this question regarding the definition and translation of the word “job”. 

In German, this would mean employing the term “berufliche Tätigkeit” (work-related 
activity) instead of “Beruf”, which can mean “job” or “profession”: 
“Unabhängig davon, ob Sie angestellt und/oder selbständig oder freiberuflich tätig sind:  
Gehen Sie einer, oder mehr als einer beruflichen Tätigkeit nach?“ 

In Polish, the word „praca“ is maintained for job: 
“Niezależnie od tego czy jest Pan(i) zatrudniony (-a), samozatrudniony(-a) czy też dotyczą 
Pana(-ią) obie te sytuacje:  
Proszę powiedzieć czy ma Pan(i) jedną pracę czy więcej?“ 

• The response options should be simplified (so as not to name jobs and businesses), and 
correspond to the question text: 
“I have one job” 
“I have two (or more) jobs” 

German:  
“Ich gehe einer beruflichen Tätigkeit nach“ 
„Ich gehe zwei (oder mehr) beruflichen Tätigkeiten nach“ 

In Polish, the exact translation of the second response option is “I have more than one job”, 
as the Polish word for job is not specific in the plural:  
“Mam jedną pracę” 
“Mam więcej niż jedną pracę” 

• We recommend slight changes to the instruction to avoid misunderstandings. Regarding the 
source, we recommend the following changes: 

o The word “platform economy” should be replaced by “online platforms” 

o The instruction “developing a new business activity” should be omitted or explained 
in more detail (i.e., to include or exclude unpaid work prior to launching a new 
business) 

The examples should be checked for their country-specific applicability in the course of 
translation. 

• In addition, a follow-up question to QN1 may be considered to attain a more precise 
measurement of respondents with multiple jobs or businesses in a self-administered 
context. The probe P2_QN1 can be used to this purpose: 
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“Have you carried out any of the following types of casual work or a part-time job for pay 
and outside the family in the past month?” 

 

Q16a People working at workplace  
Web probing was used to examine why respondents choose the “Don’t know” option, and whether 
it is necessary to offer this response option explicitly for this question. To this purpose, two question 
versions were compared. Question version 1 included the “Don’t know” option. Question version 2 
did not. 

In the cognitive interviews, respondents were only presented question version 1. Question Q16a 
employs both a ToolTip and instructions shown by default. The focus of the cognitive interviews was 
to examine whether respondents use one or both clarification features and how certain they are 
about their answers. Finally, respondents’ understanding of the term “workplace” was analysed 
using both web probing and cognitive interviews. 

 

Question Version 1: 

 
ToolTip text: 

- By local site we mean the local unit of the establishment, i.e. the specific building or complex of 
buildings in which you work. 

- If you work in many workplaces, please consider your main workplace. 
- If staff from different companies work at your workplace, please include all of them in your 

answer. 
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Question Version 2: 

 

 

Summary of Findings: 

• Based on the findings from both web probing and cognitive interviewing, only few 
respondents did not know how many people worked at their workplace. These people, 
however, required a “Don’t Know” response option, for instance, because they recently 
joined the company or worked for a temporary work agency. 

• In both web probing and cognitive interviews, the term “workplace” was clear to most 
respondents, regardless of their personal working situation, and whether they read the 
ToolTip. 

• Based on the findings from both cognitive interviews and web probing, most respondents 
generally did not read the instructions and clarifications in detail. However, in most cases, 
respondents seemed to give the correct answer despite this. 

• Most of the cognitive interviewing respondents estimated the people based on the building 
in which they mainly work. In ambiguous cases, respondents had to make decisions whom to 
include. For instance, when a company was located in a larger building complex containing 
many unrelated companies, respondents referred to their company only. Respondents who 
employed external assistance (e.g., bookkeeping or cleaning) included these people (see also 
the subchapter on the translation of “workplace” in chapter 2). 

 

Q16a Recommendations: 

• We recommend including all information that pertains to the calculation of people working 
at the workplace in the instructions: 
“If you work in many workplaces, please consider your main workplace. 
Please exclude co-workers working at other sites or premises. If staff from different 
companies work at your workplace, please include all of them in your answer.” 

• We recommend restricting the clarification provided on demand in the ToolTip to the 
definition of workplace, which is only relevant to certain respondent groups: 
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“Local site refers to the local unit of the establishment, i.e. the specific building or complex of 
buildings in which you work.” 

• Regarding the response options, we recommend including a “Don’t know” category 

 

Q7 Employee self-declared  
Web probing and cognitive interviews were used to examine the use of clarifications on demand (so-
called ToolTips), in particular in comparison to displaying clarifications alongside the question text to 
all respondents.  

Question version 1 included ToolTips for the terms “employee” and “self-employed”. Question 
version 2 displayed the same clarifications beneath the question text. Question version 3 was only 
used in the web probing study and included no clarifications. 

 

Question Version 1: 

 
ToolTip text: see question version 2 
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Question Version 2: 

 
 

Question Version 3: 

 
 
Summary of Findings: 

• In web probing, question format (ToolTips vs. instructions shown directly vs. no instructions 
at all) had no effect on respondents’ answers to Q7. 

• In the cognitive interviews, the majority of the respondents did not use the ToolTips and 
there was no clear preference between the two versions (ToolTips vs. Instructions shown 
directly). 

• In Poland, the term “employee” was partly understood in a negative way and was 
understood in different ways. In addition, respondents who had a company with limited 
liability had problems classifying themselves. 

• In Germany, the definition for “family worker” was not clear to everyone. 
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Q7 Recommendations: 

• We recommend displaying the clarifications in the ToolTip as an instruction below the 
question text. The concept of employment and self-employment are central to the EWCS. 
These explanations can be repeated in the form of ToolTips when the terms are used again 
in later questions. 

• The term “family worker” in the instructions should be highlighted visually in bold font and 
separated from the definitions of employed and self-employed.  

• In Polish, the term “employee” [PL: pracownik najemny] should be replaced by a more 
neutral term in both the question text and the response options. One possibility is to use the 
word “Pracownikiem” as a noun and add an explanation in brackets: 
 “Czy w swoim miejscu pracy jest Pan(i) pracownikiem (czyli osobą zatrudnioną przez 
pracodawcę) czy też osobą samozatrudnioną?” [In your job, are you an employee (i.e., a 
person employed by an employer) or are you self-employed?] 
“Pracownikiem (czyli osobą zatrudnioną przez pracodawcę)” [An employee (i.e. a person 
employed by an employer)] 
“Osobą samozatrudnioną”[Self-employed] 
“Nie wiem” [Don’t know] 

 

Q14 Economy sectors  
Web probing and cognitive interviews were used to examine the use of clarifications on demand 
(ToolTips), in particular in comparison to displaying clarifications alongside the question text to all 
respondents. Both pretest modes examined whether respondents gave a correct response and 
whether they perceived different formats as more or less burdensome. Cognitive interviews were 
used to determine whether all four sectors require clarifications and how respondents who work in 
more than one sector react to the question. 

Question version 1 included ToolTips for the terms “private sector”, “public sector”, “joint private-
public organisations or companies”, and “not-for-profit sector and NGOs”. Question version 2 
displayed the same clarifications beneath the question text. Question version 3 was only used in the 
web probing study and included no clarifications. 
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Question Version 1: 

 

ToolTip text: see question version 2 

 

Question Version 2: 

 
 

Question Version 3: 
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Summary of Findings: 

• Based on both web probing and cognitive interviews, self-employed respondents had more 
problems categorizing themselves than employed respondents.  

• Moreover, respondents who reported that they worked in the private sector generally 
answered correctly, while respondents who claimed to work in the public sector were more 
often subject to a false understanding of the term public sector. 

• Some respondents had difficulties understanding the clarifications of the sectors and would 
have preferred examples alongside the explanations to illustrate the economic sectors. 

• The cognitive interviews revealed that most respondents preferred the clarifications of the 
sectors to be shown alongside the response options. Besides the personal preference, there 
were no differences in the correctness of the answers depending on the question format 
(based on web probing).  

 

Q14 Recommendations: 

• We recommend employing a filter so that self-employed respondents do not receive this 
question (as they work in the private sector by definition).  
If, for self-employed respondents, the question should measure which sector(s) their (main) 
clients work in, a respective instruction indicating this should be added. 

• We recommend presenting clarifications of the sectors alongside the response options 
instead of on demand via ToolTips. 

• The clarifications should include both a definition and examples of each sector. The 
examples should include common sectors, but also sectors that were repeatedly incorrectly 
classified by respondents. For instance:  
“private sector  
This includes all companies and organisations that are fully privately owned except not-for-
profit organisations. It includes banks, craftmans’ businesses, supermarkets and stores, 
cleaning services, but also privately owned hospitals or schools.” 

 

ToolTip evaluation  
At the end of the web probing study, respondents were asked questions about their use of 
clarifications via ToolTips. 

 

Summary of Findings: 

• Only a small group of respondents accessed the ToolTips, indicating that the clarifications 
that were only made available on demand were indeed not needed by the majority of 
respondents. 

• Respondents in atypical working situations were more likely than others to access ToolTips, 
indicating that the clarifications that are only available on demand were accessed by 
respondent groups requiring additional explanation. 
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• Of the respondents who used ToolTips, the vast majority used them only when required, but 
often found the clarifications useful. 

• German respondents reacted more hesitantly towards the ToolTips than respondents in the 
UK or Poland. 

• In general, we recommend offering clarifications on demand in the online questionnaire of 
the EWCS24 to avoid presenting clarifications to all respondents that are only required by a 
small share. 

• However, which text is offered only on demand and the exact wording of these clarifications 
should be revised in some cases. These recommendations are specified in the respective 
questions. 

Conclusion 
The findings indicate that most respondents did not read clarifications that are provided on demand 
via ToolTips, either because they did not notice them (despite the fact that they were informed 
about their existence on the welcome page of the questionnaire), or because they did not believe 
they required additional clarification to answer the survey question. 

Respondents were more likely to read clarifications when they were presented alongside the survey 
question as instructions or alongside the response options. However, even in this case, many 
respondents did not read the instructions or only skimmed them, as could be seen by the large share 
of respondents in QN1 who indicated that they had at least one side job in a follow-up question, 
although they had not mentioned this in the survey question. 

We recommend presenting clarifications pertaining to central concepts – such as the definition of 
being employed or self-employed – alongside the question text (Q7) or response options (Q14). 
Clarifications presented on demand should only be used in cases in which respondents who need 
them are likely to look them up (Q16).  
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Response Option: Adding Substantive Response Options 

Q92 Work until which age  
The adaptation to an online format required a decision whether to explicitly show the response 
option “I want to work as long as possible”, which was previously coded spontaneously by the 
interviewers. The adaptation decided to implement this as a closed response option as an 
alternative to the open-ended numeric text field in which the respondents could insert a specific 
age. Additionally, a closed response option “I want to stop working as early as possible” was 
implemented. 

Web probing was used to examine which respondents chose the closed response alternatives and 
why. Cognitive interviews were used to examine whether the combination of an open-ended 
numeric field and closed response options was understood by respondents, and why they decided to 
answer in the open-ended numeric or closed format. 

 

 
  

 

 

Summary of Findings: 

• The web probing study showed that respondents in regular employment were more likely to 
be able to name a specific age at which they plan and wish to retire than respondents who 
are self-employed or in atypical working situations. Cognitive interviews confirmed that 
respondents who could plan their financial situation with certainty were more likely to give a 
numeric response. 
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• Respondents who gave an exact number referred to the desire for time off, legal 
requirements, or not being able to work due to increasing age. 

• Reasons for wanting to work as long as possible included both positive aspects related to 
working life or financial necessity. If this differentiation is important for analytical reasons, it 
must be asked separately. 

• The cognitive interviews revealed no difficulties in answering this question. 

 

Q92 Recommendations: 

No changes recommended. 

Response Options: Open-Ended Numeric Questions 

Q36 Time spent commuting  
Web probing was used to examine how respondents dealt with the open-ended numeric format and 
whether this influenced response behavior. Question version 1 used an open-ended numeric format, 
while question version 2 offered closed, predefined numeric ranges. Respondents were randomly 
assigned to a question version. 

 

Question Version 1: 
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Question Version 2: 

 

Summary of Findings: 

• Either question format (open-ended numeric or closed) is suitable to capture the time spent 
commuting.  

• Respondents who seldom travelled for work sometimes reported an average across all days, 
and sometimes only reported their average travel times on days that they travelled. 

Q36 Recommendations: 

• We recommend to add a preceding question on how many days per month a respondent 
usually travels to work.  
This will help respondents who do not travel daily to provide an average for the days that 
they do travel. Moreover, the share of respondents who regularly spend part of their 
working time working from home is likely to increase in the aftermath of the COVID-19 
pandemic. 

• The question can be asked using either an open-ended numeric of a closed response format. 

• If the closed response format is implemented, the response options should include the next 
rounded value (i.e., 1-15 minutes, 16-30 minutes).  

• In either question format, an additional closed response option “I do not commute / I work 
from home” should be implemented.  
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Response Options: Adjustable Response Units 
In the CAPI questionnaire of the EWCS, several numeric questions were worded using a certain unit 
(i.e., working hours per week), but gave interviewers the possibility to insert responses in another 
unit (i.e. working hours per month) if the respondent answered in this way or had difficulties with 
the first-offered response units. In the course of the online adaptation, the most common response 
unit was maintained, and respondents were offered an open-ended numeric field and an alternative, 
closed-ended response that they would prefer to answer in a different unit. Cognitive interviewing 
and web probing were used to examine whether this format was understood by respondents and 
which respondents were most likely to employ the alternative response units. 

Q24, Q24b Work hours  
Web probing focused on examining how many and which respondents choose which response units 
(that is, reporting their working hours on a weekly or monthly basis). Moreover, the understanding 
of the term “usually” was examined. 

Cognitive interviews were used to gain a deeper understanding of the cognitive response process 
and of how respondents arrive at their answer. 
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Summary of Findings: 

• Most respondents preferred to report their weekly and not their monthly working hours. 

• Some respondents asked for the option to insert a decimal, for instance because they work 
19.5 hours per week as per their contract. 

• Based on the results from web probing and cognitive interviews, respondents with irregular 
working hours had more difficulty responding to the question. 

• The term “usually” was well understood by all respondents; however, respondents with 
working hours that vary strongly felt the need to explain this, which was not possible using 
the current closed question. 

 

Q24, Q24b Recommendations: 

• We recommend either giving respondents the option to insert a decimal number (i.e., 
19.5 hours) or asking them to enter a whole number in the instruction. 

• Respondents with strongly varying working hours have difficulty answering this question, and 
are therefore most likely to leave it unanswered. We therefore recommend inserting a prompt 
for respondents who leave the question unanswered: “Even if your working hours vary 
strongly, please try to calculate a weekly [monthly] average.” 

 

Q25, Q25.1 Preferred work hours  
Cognitive interviews aimed to reveal how the respondents arrive at their answer while balancing 
preferred working hours and the need to earn a living. 
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Summary of Findings: 

• Most of the respondents found it easy to answer this question and weighed between the 
hours of work and the need to earn a living. 

• Some respondents with multiple jobs only referred to their main job. 
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Q25, Q25.1 Recommendations: 

• No changes recommended. 

 

Conclusion 
Respondents showed no difficulties when presented with an open-ended numeric field and a closed 
response option that led them to alternative response units. As was to be expected, respondents in 
atypical working situations, such as working irregular hours, were more likely to use the alternative 
response units, hence providing alternatives facilitated their response process. 

 

Item Batteries: Question Format 
Adapting item batteries can be done in multiple ways, requiring several questionnaire design 
decisions. Cognitive pretesting was used to compare the effect of question design on response 
behavior for different types of item batteries. 

In the course of the adaptation, item batteries were adapted using an item-by-item design, with 
items displayed below each other, and response options shown vertically. This form of presentation 
is optimized for the small screens of smartphones, but the presentation remains identical on larger 
screens (that are large enough to display a matrix). The clear advantage of a mobile first layout is 
that it increases comparability across devices as questions and response scales will be presented in 
an identical way. 

Another option is to display questions in a way that is optimized for the specific device, called a 
responsive layout. In this case, respondents answering an item battery on a larger screen of a laptop 
or tablet will see an item battery in the form of a grid, enabling them to see all (or at least several) 
items at once, while respondents answering on a smaller screen of a smartphone are presented the 
items in an item-by-item format. 

When item batteries offer dichotomous responses (i.e., “yes” and “no” or “applies” and “does not 
apply”), so-called check-all-that-apply (CATA) or multiple response formats present another 
alternative way of formatting the question. CATA questions are automatically presented in the same 
way on different devices, as they require less screen space. However, previous research has 
indicated that CATA produces different survey results than formats that require input from the 
respondent for each item separately. 

Item batteries using scales, such as frequency questions, are always in danger of fatiguing 
respondents in a self-administered format. Therefore, alternative approaches using two consecutive 
questions were developed. In the first question, respondents indicate which work locations they 
visited at all (either using a check-all-that apply or an item-by-item question). The second question 
asks respondents to fill out the frequency scale, but only for items indicated in the first part of the 
question. 

Web probing was used to examine the impact of these different question formats on the response 
behavior, using an item battery with a frequency scale (QM35) and with dichotomous response 
options (Q78), respectively. 
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QM35 Locations of work  
In question version 1, the question asked about the frequency in which work locations are used, with 
all items using a five-point frequency scale ranging from “always” to “never”. Question versions 2 
and 3 consisted of two consecutive questions. In question version 2, the first question (Part A) used a 
check-all-that-apply (CATA) format to determine which locations had been frequented by the 
respondent at all. For these locations, a second question (Part B) asked about the frequency, using a 
four-point scale ranging from “always” to “rarely”. In question version 3, Part A used an item-by-
item design with “yes” and “no” as response options, followed by the same four-point frequency 
scale as used for locations visited in the past 12 months (Part B). 

 

Question Version 1: 
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Please note: The question text was modified depending on how long a respondent had been working 
in their current job (if longer than 12 months: “During the last 12 months, […]”, if not, then “Since 
you started your [main] paid job, […]) and whether they had one or multiple job. 
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Question Version 2, Part A (CATA): 

 

 
 

Question Version 2, Part B (Frequency): 

 
Please note: Part B displays those locations that a respondent visited in the past 12 months as per 
Part A. 
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Question Version 3, Part A (Item-by-Item): 
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Question Version 3, Part B (Frequency): 

 
Please note: Part B displayed those locations that a respondent visited in the past 12 months as per 
Part A. 

 

Summary of Findings: 

• Respondents reported significantly fewer work locations in the check-all-that-apply format 
than in the other two question versions. 

• There were no significant differences in response behaviour between question versions for 
the main location(s) at which respondents work, that is the employer’s premises for 
employees and one’s own business premises for the self-employed. 

• For locations that were not the main place of work, check-all-that-apply formats led 
respondents not to report locations they “Sometimes” or “Rarely” work from. 

 

QM35 Recommendations: 

We recommend keeping the question format from question version 1, as was recommended in the 
course of the adaptation to an online questionnaire. 
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Q78 Health problems  
Web probing was used to examine how best to adapt the original CAPI question on health problems 
in an online questionnaire. In the interviewer-administered format, the interviewer read out each 
health problem and the respondent answered each item with “Yes” or “No”, depending on whether 
they had suffered under the specific problem in the past 12 months. In self-administered surveys, an 
alternative common practice is to ask the same questions in a check-all-that-apply format. 

In such a question adaptation, using a check-all-that-apply format, respondents only select the 
health problems they suffered under, leaving the others blank. They are instructed to check-all-that-
apply. To be able to differentiate nonresponse from selecting no response for substantive reasons, 
this question version added an exclusive response option “None of the above”. Question version 2 
used an item-by-item design in which the respondent indicated “Yes” or “No” for each health 
problem. Question version 3 replicated the original grid question from the interviewer’s CAPI 
questionnaire with two columns for the “Yes” and “No” answers. Respondents in web probing were 
randomly assigned to a question version. However, since the online questionnaire was programmed 
in a responsive design, the grid question was displayed on smartphones in the item-by-item format.  

Analyses focus on the differences between the question versions and differentiate between 
PC/tablet and smartphone users. Differences between countries are reported. 

 

Question Version 1: 
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Question Version 2: 
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Question Version 3: 

 

 

 

Summary of Findings: 

• Respondents who were presented the question in the check-all-that-apply format reported a 
significantly lower number of health problems than in the other two formats. 

• There were no differences in the perceived impact of these health problems depending on 
question format, indicating that the question presentation in the CATA format promotes 
incomplete reporting (satisficing behaviour). 

• Response behaviour differed depending on which device was used to fill out the 
questionnaire. Respondents who filled out the questionnaire on a smartphone reported a 
higher number of health problems and rated these problems as having a higher impact on 
their daily life than respondents using a PC or tablet. 

• Polish respondents reported a higher number of health problems and a stronger impact of 
these health problems on their everyday life than respondents from Germany or the UK. 
Further research should clarify whether these country-specific differences are caused by 
differences in health across countries or by the translation of health problems. 

 

Q78 Recommendations: 

• We recommend to employ an item-by-item format (question version 2) rather than a check-
all-that apply format. 

• We recommend reviewing the translation of the listed health problems to ensure that 
differences found between countries are caused by existing differences in health. 
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Conclusion 
Across both questions, respondents who were shown questions in a check-all-that-apply format 
reported significantly fewer work locations and health problems. In particular, CATA questions 
caused respondents to only report their “main” responses, for instance their most often frequented 
work place(s), omitting others. In the interest of maintaining comparability across waves and also 
comparability across modes, if the EWCS is run using CAPI and CAWI in parallel, we recommend an 
item-by-item format (presenting both yes and no options). If a frequency scale is employed, it should 
be presented directly. 

 

Item Batteries: Switching Scales 
In the course of the adaptation to an online questionnaire, seven-point frequency scales were 
changed into five-point scales using vague quantifiers based on the 2020 CATI questionniare. 
Cognitive pretesting was used to examine whether the two scales produce comparable data and 
how the chosen response options on the different scales are interpreted by respondents. 

Q30 Physical demands at work 
Web probing was used to compare the two answer scales. Question version 1 showed the five-point 
answer scale as it was proposed in the course of the adaptation to an online questionnaire. Question 
version 2 showed the seven-point answer scale from the EWCS CAPI questionnaire.  
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Question Version 1: 
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Question Version 2: 

 

Please note: The screenshot only depicts the first two items. 

 

Summary of Findings: 

• Based on the response distributions, both the five-point and seven-point scales 
corresponded well to each other, indicating that both can be used to capture the constructs 
they measure. 

• Only for the item Q30D “Sitting” did the upper scale half diverge, with respondents reporting 
a higher frequency of sitting in the five-point scale. 
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Q30 Recommendations: 

We recommend using the five-point-scale that was implemented in the course of the adaptation, 
both because it is shorter and because it can be implemented consistently across most of the EWCS 
questionnaire (see also Q49) 
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Q49 highspeed, tightdead  
Web probing and cognitive interviews were used to compare the two answer scales. Question 
version 1 showed the five-point answer scale as it was proposed in the course of the adaptation to 
an online questionnaire. Question version 2 shows the seven-point answer scale from the EWCS 
CAPI questionnaire.  

 

Question Version 1: 
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Question Version 2: 
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Summary of Findings: 

• Based on the response distributions in web probing, the five-point and seven-point scales 
corresponded well to each other, indicating that both can be used to capture the constructs 
they measure. 

• The results from the cognitive interviews confirmed that many respondents used 
corresponding response options on both scales. When there were differences, respondents 
tended to report a lower frequency using the seven-point scale. 

• Cognitive interviews did not reveal a clear preference for one scale type. The seven-point 
scale was considered more exact, and the five-point scale more intuitive. 

 

Q49 Recommendations: 

We recommend keeping the five-point-scale that was implemented in the course of the adaptation, 
as it is shorter, simple to answer, and because it can be implemented consistently across most of the 
EWCS questionnaire. 

Conclusion 
Both the original CAPI scale and the adapted CAWI scale are understood and correctly employed by 
respondents in an online setting. We recommend employing the five-point scale used in the 
adaptation, as it is shorter, simple to answer and can be used consistently throughout most parts of 
the EWCS questionnaire. 

 

Gender Sensitivity: Asking About Gender 
The EWCS questionnaire asks about gender in three questions: the gender of the respondent 
(Q2new), the gender of other household members in the proxy reporting (Q3c), and the gender of 
the immediate boss (Q62). In the course of the adaptation, these questions were redesigned to 
capture gender identity and in particular, to present a third, non-binary gender option. The goal of 
cognitive pretesting was to examine how the new questions, in particular the presentation of a non-
binary gender option was perceived by respondents. To this end, the question on the respondents’ 
gender and the gender of the immediate boss were cognitively pretested. 

Q2new Gender identity  
The question on the respondent’s gender identity was tested using three question versions:  

Question Version 1: Two binary response options and a third, closed response option “other” (this 
version was proposed during the adaptation to an online questionnaire).  

Question Version 2: Two binary response options and third, open-ended response option “other, 
namely: [TEXT FIELD]” (this had been discussed as an alternative during adaptation). 

Question Version 3: Two binary response options (as a control group). 
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Question Version 1: 

 
Please note: The wording in the English question reflects the respondents’ self-description. Because 
a literal translation of the source is not possible in German, the German translation of the question 
text is “How would you describe yourself regarding your gender identity?”, thus explicitly naming 
the construct of gender identity. The Polish translation is “Please indicate [your] gender”. 

 

Question Version 2: 

 

 

 

Question Version 3: 

 

 

Summary of Findings: 

• In web probing, only one respondent used the third gender option “other”. This person was 
assigned to the question version with the closed response option; therefore, the 
respondent’s exact self-identification remains unknown. 

• Break offs on the survey page with the gender question were extremely rare. Offering a third 
response option did not influence break offs.  

• In web probing, unfavourable reactions to the third gender option were voiced by 15% of 
respondents. Polish respondents reacted more favourably to the inclusion of a third gender 
category in response to a (closed) probe than respondents in the UK or Germany, who were 
in turn more likely to react indifferently towards the third option. Whether the third option 
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was presented as a closed or open-ended response option did not influence the reaction of 
the category. 

• In the cognitive interviews, all except two Polish respondents found the question versions 
offering a non-binary response option appropriate. There was no clear preference for this 
response option to be closed or open-ended. 

 

Q2new Recommendations: 

• Based on cognitive pretesting, no changes to the question are recommended. 

• However, the question should be revisited from the perspective of cross-cultural 
comparability. While the English source questionnaire asks about gender identity without 
using the word “gender” in any way by asking how the respondents would “describe 
themselves”, the German translation directly asks about “gender identity” and the Polish 
translation is worded as a sentence and simply asks respondents to indicate their “gender”. 
Formulating a question that unmistakenly asks about gender identity, and thus self-
identification, remains challenging in many languages, and it is not possible to word the 
question in the same way across languages. For instance, in German, the meaning of a literal 
translation of the source “Would you describe yourself as…” remains unclear until the words 
“regarding your gender identity” are added to the question text. In Polish, in contrast, asking 
about gender self-identification is considered highly intrusive. Thus, a careful compromise 
must be found between keeping the construct of gender identity comparable across 
languages and countries, and remaining sensitive to linguistic and cultural nuances. We 
recommend that each country document their way of translating providing a rationale and 
an explanatory back translation. 

 

Q62 Gender of immediate boss  
Both web probing and cognitive interviews were used to examine why respondents who are 
employed responded to this question with “I have no boss”. Cognitive interviews were used to 
analyse how the question text and the non-binary response option “other” were perceived and 
accepted by respondents and whether reactions differed cross-culturally. 
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Summary of Findings: 

• Based on the findings from web probing and the cognitive interviews, the answer category “I 
have no boss” is a response option that is rarely selected, but an important category to 
maintain even when this question is only presented to employed respondents. 

• Based on the cognitive interviews, most respondents either found it appropriate to use a 
gender-inclusive wording in the question text and to provide a non-binary response option 
or were indifferent to it.  

 

Q62 Recommendations: 

No changes recommended. 

 

Conclusion 
Cognitive pretesting revealed no indication that including a non-binary response category threatens 
data quality. However, asking about respondents’ gender identity in a consistent fashion across 
countries remains challenging for both linguistic and cultural reasons. We therefore recommend 
further discussion on the construct to be measured and its operationalization in a cross-national 
survey.  

 

Gender Sensitivity: Gender-Sensitive Wording 

Q63 Boss description  
The goal of the cognitive interviews was to find out how gender-sensitivity can best be achieved in 
the respective languages. 

In Germany, respondents first answered a gender-aligned question version based on their answers 
to question 62. For example, those who stated they had a female boss (Q62) received the items with 
a female pronoun (“She…”). Afterwards, they were shown a gender-neutral version of the question 
displaying both the male and the female pronoun for each item (“He/She…”).  

In Poland, respondents were first shown a gender-neutral question version that included no third-
person pronouns. Afterwards, they were shown a gender-aligned question version in which each 
item either began with “My [male] boss” or “My [female] boss” or if the boss’ gender was unknown 
or non-binary “My [male/female] boss” [Polish: szef/szefowa].  
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Summary of Findings: 

• Across both countries, respondents preferred the question versions suggested during the 
adaptation. German respondents preferred gender-aligned wordings (because it would be 
more personalized and fluid to read), while Polish respondents preferred the gender-neutral 
wording without any personal pronoun (which is the usual way of speaking). 

• In Poland, suggestions were made to use a different term for “immediate boss”.  

 

Q63 Recommendations: 

• The pretest confirms that the optimal gender-sensitive language is language-specific. In 
German, gender-sensitivity for this question is best achieved by using a gender-aligned 
wording for “[male/female/non-binary or unknown gender] boss”, while in Polish, using no 
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pronoun is considered more appropriate and natural. For further translations, we 
recommend applying a translation note that the grammatically optimal sentence structure 
should be applied. Moreover, if different language version require different programming 
(i.e., because one country has two or three gender-aligned versions, whereas others only 
require one gender-neutral version), this must be considered early on in questionnaire 
programming. 

• We recommend checking the Polish translation of the term “immediate boss” (see also the 
subchapter on the translation of “manager” in chapter 2). 

 

Capturing Work Status and Occupation 
Collecting high-quality data on the respondents’ work status and occupation is central to the EWCS. 
Therefore, the validity of the responses to questions Q2c (work status), Q5 (job title), Q6 (job 
description) and Q13 (sector) was cognitively pretested. All of these questions were previously 
accompanied by extensive interviewer notes.  

The response categories in Q2c were adapted in the online questionnaire to incorporate some of the 
information from previous interviewer notes. Cognitive interviews examined whether this 
adaptation made it easier for respondents in atypical working situations to choose the correct 
answer. The other three questions were asked in an open-ended fashion in the CAPI questionnaire, 
and interviewers received training that focused on gaining the needed depth of information from 
the respondents. Web probing was used to examine the share of codable responses to the open-
ended questions in a situation with no interviewer present (regardless of whether the respondents’ 
answers led to a correct ISCO or NACE coding). Cognitive interviews were used to examine whether 
respondents entered enough information for an ISCO or NACE coding, but in addition whether they 
provided the relevant information for correct coding. Also, cognitive interviews tested an alternative 
question presentation using a provided closed answers presented as a search tree (see Q5 & Q6) 
instead of open-ended questions. 

Q2c Work status  
The aim of the cognitive interviews was to determine whether this question led to comprehension 
problems. In particular, it was examined how people working in family businesses allocated 
themselves to a response category. 

In web probing, Q2c was used as a screening question, but was not cognitively tested. 
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Please note: In Germany and Poland, the response options were worded in a gender-aligned 
manner, using male, female or neutral formulations depending on the respondent’s self-reported 
gender identity. The screenshot depicts the neutral wording. 

Summary of Findings: 

• Most respondents had no problems answering this question. 

• One German respondent misinterpreted the response option “at work and on child-care 
leave or other leave” as meaning being on leave while at the same time having another job. 

• In Poland, one respondents only referred to her main job and one respondent 
misinterpreted the question as referring to the flexibility of one’s working hours and not the 
usual number of hours. 

 

Q2c Recommendations: 

• We recommend a simplification of the response categories: 

o The first two response options should omit any reference to employment, self-
employment or family members: “At work full-time” and “At work part-time” 

o The response option “At work and on child-care leave or other leave” should be 
changed into “On child-care leave or other leave”. 

o The seventh category would be shortened to “Full-time homemaker” 

• We recommend deleting the instruction, which pertains to self-employed. Due to the 
changes in the response options, the instruction is no longer required. 
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Q5 Job title & Q6 Job description  
Web probing focused on examining the response quality of the answers to the open-ended 
questions, to assess whether a classification along ISCO is possible with this approach. 

The focus of the cognitive interviews was an in-depth examination of whether respondents read and 
understand the instructions below the question texts and determine possible improvements for the 
instructions. 

Moreover, respondents in the cognitive interviews were presented an alternative format to select 
their occupation using a search tree. To this end, the Survey Codings Occupation Database of the 
project Social Sciences & Humanities Open Cloud (SSHOC) was used, which is funded by the EU 
framework programme Horizon 2020 (https://www.surveycodings.org/occupation/database-live-
search). 
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Question Version 2 (search tree): 

 
 

Summary of Findings: 

• Most respondents in the cognitive interviews, and the majority of respondents in web 
probing provided enough detail in their answers to Q5 and Q6 to allow for classifying their 
occupations at the 4-digit ISCO-08 level (even when their answers were limited to very few 
words). 

• Most respondents found the instruction clear and helpful, but some suggestions were made 
on how to re-word or substitute the examples given. 

• Many Polish respondents had difficulties answering Q5 and Q6 because a) they found it 
unclear whether the questions ask about their learned profession or the one they currently 
perform (which were sometimes very different), b) they had several equally important jobs 
and were unsure on which to report, and c) some self-employed participants were unsure 
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whether to report activities related to company management (reporting, controlling, 
advertising) or related to their area of market activities (e.g., making furniture). 

• Most respondents had difficulty finding their correct occupation in the search tree provided 
by the Survey Codings Occupation Database of the project Social Sciences & Humanities 
Open Cloud (SSHOC) and therefore preferred answering open-ended questions on their 
occupation. 

 

Q5 & Q6 Recommendations: 

• Regarding the question format, we recommend retaining the two open-ended questions to 
capture the occupational status. 

• Q5 (job title) 

o Regarding the question text, the Polish translation should ask about the “name of 
the current [main] position” to avoid confusion among respondents who work in a 
profession that differs from their education 

o Regarding the instruction, the term “study council” should be replaced by an ISCO-
relevant category, such as the level at which someone teaches (i.e., “secondary 
school teacher”) 

• Q6 (job description) 

o Although this did not lead to problems during the cognitive pretest, we recommend 
adapting the question text for respondents working in multiple jobs, to ensure that 
they relate to their main job only. To avoid having the word “main” twice within the 
question text the following wording could be used:  
“And what do you mainly do in this job?” 

 

Q13 Sector  
Web probing focused on examining the response quality of the answers to the open-ended question, 
to assess whether a classification along NACE is possible with this approach. 

The focus of the cognitive interviews was an in-depth examination of whether respondents read and 
understand the instructions below the question text and determine possible improvements for the 
instructions. 
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Summary of Findings: 

• Only about 60% of the web probing respondents gave sufficiently detailed answers to Q13 to 
assign the 3-digit NACE code, even when combining their answers to Q13 with those to Q5 
and Q6. In the cognitive interviews, results were markedly better, with 84% of respondents 
providing sufficient details. 

• Respondents found the instruction clear and helpful, however, more than half of them did 
not answer in accordance with the instruction. Some suggestions were made on how the 
instruction could be revised. 

• Several Polish respondents were confused by the term “market sector” in the question text, 
which they associated with the private, public or not-for-profit sector. Using it together with 
the term “industry” made them wonder what kind of information was required. 

 

Q13 Recommendations: 

• Regarding the question format, the results from cognitive pretesting show that a four-digit 
coding of the NACE level cannot be achieved for a clear majority of respondents using open-
ended questions. If a four-digit NACE level coding is required, we suggest that this 
information is collected by interviewers in the course of an offline recruitment. 

• Regarding the question text, the Polish translation of the word “sector” should be omitted, 
and only the translation of the word “industry” kept, to avoid confusion with the public and 
private sector 

• Regarding the instruction, we recommend 

o mirroring the grammatical structure of the instructions in Q5 (i.e., “write ‘[detailed 
example]’ instead of ‘[vague example]’”) 

o including examples from common industries, such as construction, transport, health 
sector, or teaching 
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Conclusion 
The questions on work status, occupation and sector are central to the EWCS questionnaire. In the 
CAPI questionnaire, they are accompanied by extensive interviewer notes and interviewers are 
trained to follow up with respondents if the respondent has difficulties answering. In a self-
administered questionnaire, the respondents are on their own to find the suitable answer category 
or provide relevant and sufficient information to code open-ended responses. Due to the high level 
of detail required, the transition to self-administration must be considered carefully for these 
questions. The question on work status should be revised to develop clear response categories. In 
the web probing study, 70% of responses could be classified at the 4-digit ISCO-08 level in questions 
Q5 and Q6. For question Q13 on sector, the 3-digit NACE code could only be determined for 60% or 
responses. The codability of the responses to Q5, Q6 and Q13 differed significantly by respondent 
characteristics such as working status. Therefore, we recommend (additionally) considering 
interviewer-administered data collection for these questions. 
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